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Radio communication and experimentation, for
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emergencies, for the advancement of radio art
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ARRL is an incorporated association without
capital stock chartered under the laws of the
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tion under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. Its affairs are governed
by a Board of Directors, whose voting members
are elected every two years by the general
membership. The officers are elected or
appointed by the Directors. The League is
noncommercial, and no one who could gain
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Amateur Radio art.

All correspondence concerning QEX should be
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Further information for authors can be found on
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qex@arrl.org.

Any opinions expressed in QEX are those of
the authors, not necessarily those of the Editor or
the League. While we strive to ensure all material
is technically correct, authors are expected to
defend their own assertions. Products mentioned
are included for your information only; no
endorsement is implied. Readers are cautioned to
verify the availability of products before sending
money to vendors.
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A Empirically Speaking
The ARRL Technology Task Force

(TTF) will submit its final report to the
League’s Board of Directors at the
January 2001 meeting of the Board.
The TTF’s report contains recommen-
dations for action based on input from
the Technology Working Group (TWG),
which filed its comments with the TTF
in July 2000. The TTF’s recommen-
dations emphasize digital voice modes
and software-defined radios. ARRL
President Jim Haynie, W5JBP, has
initiated a committee to organize a
plan of attack for digital voice.

One possible goal of the Digital Voice
Committee would be to evaluate and
recommend standards for modulation,
coding and data formats. One thing
stands out about digital voice: There is
a marked trade-off between data rate
and voice quality. I guess it would be
nice if certain aspects of adaptive
systems theory could find their way
into those recommendations, so that a
single system might be usable across
the amateur spectrum at a variety of
data rates, bandwidths and quality
levels. The protocol should be flexible
enough to handle future improvements
in technology.

Anyone interested in getting or giv-
ing more information may contact me
at the e-mail address below, or by
“Pony Express” at Newington. Many
thanks to those of you who sent the
TTF and TWG your ideas and sugges-
tions: They made a very significant
impact.

In other news: We regret to report
that Douglas Page is unable to contin-
ue as Contributing Editor. The idea of
announcing recently released commu-
nications products and other brief
items of interest to the technical
community still seems appealing. We
will be looking, once again, for a way to
add that to the list of many small
improvements to QEX/Commu-
nications Quarterly.

Another thing we’d like to improve
on is our publishing schedule. Lead-
time between acceptance and publi-
cation of an article may reach 12
months or so. We’ll be trying to reduce
that over the coming year. To authors:
Your patience is greatly appreciated.
The good news is that we know what is
coming farther in advance; but with
just 64 pages, it is still not easy to
predict the content of the next few
issues until the last one has been put
to bed. We try to run articles in rough-

ly the order they were accepted. Other
factors often come into play, though,
such as making it all fit together,
accommodating last-minute changes
and so forth. Bob Schetgen, KU7G, and
the crew do a heroic job of making
those things happen.

In This Issue
Jim Buckwalter, KF6SWC, and his

Caltech friends deliver something
we’ve been wishing for: a keyed,
switch-mode supply for class-E ampli-
fiers. As good “Tech-ers,” they include
valuable detail on magnetic design—
an aspect of switchers that can mean
the difference between success and
spectacular disaster. Special thanks to
Dave Rutledge, KN6EK, for helping us
pull it together. Nat Sokal, WA1HQC,
contributes an update on class-E
amplifiers themselves. Nat offers
improved characterization of their
workings and some tips for getting the
most out of them. Thanks to William
Hagen and IEEE for their gracious
assistance.

On the subject of transmission
lines: We’ve seen a lot of wave-
reflection discussions recently, and
many readers have wondered how to
reconcile those with simpler, more-
familiar ways of analysis. Steve Best,
VE9SRB, donates another thing
we’ve been looking for: a proof of the
equivalence of wave mechanics and
the well-known transmission-line
equation. Aptitude with complex
algebra is assumed. This piece is for
those who want to get past the hand
waving and gain insight into what
really makes it all tick. Paul Wade,
W1GHZ, looks at circular waveguide.
As it turns out, this is a convenient
alternative to common, rectangular
forms. It may give new meaning to
the term “plumber’s delight.”

We have another article from
Robert Brown, NM7M, on LF and MF
propagation. He investigates some
more interesting, not-so-obvious
effects. In “Technical Notes,” Peter
Bertini, K1ZJH, brings us some
information from Steve Hageman
about how to build a data acquisition
system around your PC. In RF, Zack
Lau, W1VT, presents high-isolation
amplifiers, achieved by means of
directional couplers in the feedback
networks.—Happy New Year! de
Doug Smith, KF6DX, kf6dx@arrl
.org
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Let’s see how to derive simple, elegant equations that
describe what occurs in transmission lines. The

proof starts with an analysis of waves
traveling in opposite directions.

By Dr. Steven R. Best, VE9SRB

48 Perimeter Rd
Manchester, NH 03103
srbest@att.net

Wave Mechanics of
Transmission Lines,

Part 1: Equivalence of Wave
Reflection Analysis and the

Transmission-Line Equation

The general concepts of steady-state transmission-
line theory and impedance matching are well
documented and well known. However, misunder-

standings usually arise when attempting to relate steady-
state conditions to the wave reflections occurring within a
transmission-line system. To understand the steady-state
conditions as they relate to wave reflections, it is neces-
sary to perform a detailed wave-reflection analysis. A
wave-reflection analysis is also necessary in order to un-
derstand how a steady-state impedance match occurs with
any given matching device.

To provide a detailed understanding of wave-reflection
mechanics in transmission-line systems, three articles will
address the following general issues:
• The physical mechanism that creates wave reflections at

either end of a transmission line

• How the steady-state forward and reflected voltage, cur-
rent and power levels are developed at a transmission-
line input

• The relationships between forward, reflected and deliv-
ered power in a transmission line

• What happens to reflected voltage, current and power
 arriving at the output terminals of a transmitter, match-
ing device or match point

• The physical mechanisms that cause an impedance
match to occur in various matching devices
This article, Part 1, will provide a general overview of

basic transmission-line concepts and a discussion of the re-
lationship between forward, reflected and delivered power
in a transmission line. Part 2 will provide a detailed dis-
cussion of what happens to the reflected voltage, current
and power when it arrives at the output terminals of a
transmitter or impedance matching device. Part 3 will pro-
vide a treatment of the impedance matching process and a
description of the mechanism that causes the impedance
match to occur in the steady state.
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Comments on the use of Thevenin-Equivalent
Circuits in Transmission-Line Analysis

In this and the two subsequent articles, Thevenin-
equivalent circuits are used in the analysis of the wave re-
flections that occur within a transmission-line system. A
Thevenin-equivalent circuit consists of a constant-voltage
source, VS, and an equivalent series output impedance, ZS.
This equivalent circuit is not intended to be an accurate
physical representation of the output stages of a transmit-
ter. However, the Thevenin-equivalent circuit can be used
to illustrate concepts associated with the wave-reflection
mechanics that occur within a transmission-line system
and specifically at the output terminals of a transmitter.
Once these concepts are understood with a Thevenin-
equivalent circuit, they can be validly applied to any
matching device, practical transmitter or power amplifier,
regardless of class or internal configuration.

In the discussions presented in this article, the equivalent
output impedance ZS is intended to represent the impedance
seen looking rearward into the output terminals of the trans-
mitter. Physically, this would be the impedance that would
be measured by connecting a network analyzer or impedance
bridge to the transmitter’s output terminals. From the per-
spective of the rearward-traveling waves in the transmis-
sion line, this is the only transmitter impedance that has any
physical significance. In any practical transmitter, the im-
pedance seen looking rearward into its output terminals will
be a direct function of the configuration of the transmitter’s
output stages. In a typical solid-state transmitter, these out-
put stages will generally include the power amplifier; a
transformer; an output filter (which may be a simple π net-
work); and an SWR bridge or automatic tuning circuit.

Basic Transmission Line Concepts
In any transmission-line circuit, the system antenna is

defined as matched to the system transmission line when
no reflections exist at the connection point between the
transmission line and the antenna. Any antenna having a
feed-point impedance (ZA = RA + jXA) different from the
characteristic impedance (Z0 = R0 + jX0) of the transmis-
sion line to which it is connected creates an impedance
mismatch at the connection point.

When a transmitter is first energized, it develops an ini-
tial forward-driving wave (voltage, current and power) at the
input to the transmission line. This forward-driving wave
travels toward the antenna undergoing attenuation and
relative phase delay consistent with the propagation charac-
teristics of the transmission line. Arriving at the antenna,
the forward-traveling wave “sees” the antenna impedance
as a terminating load. If the antenna impedance is not equal
to the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, a
rearward-traveling reflected wave is created.

The reflected wave created at the antenna travels rear-
ward toward the transmitter, also undergoing an attenu-
ation and phase delay according to the characteristics of
the line. Arriving at the transmitter output, the reflected
wave sees the transmitter’s effective output impedance as
a terminating load. If the transmitter’s output impedance
is not equal to the characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission line, a forward-traveling, re-reflected wave is cre-
ated. Assuming that the transmitter is still energized, the
re-reflected wave is combined with the forward-driving
wave delivered by the transmitter and the process of
reflection and re-reflection continues until steady-state
conditions are reached.

At either end of a transmission line, the level of reflec-
tion or re-reflection is a function of the physical impedance
terminating the transmission line. This is true for the for-
ward-traveling wave arriving at the antenna and the rear-
ward-traveling wave arriving at the transmitter output.
All of the transmission line’s steady-state conditions can
be determined from the transmitter’s forward-driving volt-
age, the transmission line’s characteristic impedance and
propagation factors, the antenna impedance and the
transmitter’s effective output impedance.

To understand how steady-state conditions relate to these
physical properties and the multiple wave-reflection process,
we will consider the transmission-line circuit block diagram
as presented in Fig 1. The transmitter is represented by a
Thevenin-equivalent circuit as a constant-voltage source,
VS, and an effective output impedance ZS. The antenna is
represented as the impedance ZA. The transmission line con-
necting the antenna to the transmitter has characteristic im-
pedance Z0 and is of a physical length L.

The forward-driving voltage delivered by the transmit-
ter to the transmission line is defined as VI, which can be
determined from the transmission line’s initial state. The
physical impedance that the transmitter sees at the input
to the transmission line is the transmission line’s charac-
teristic impedance Z0. Therefore, the forward-driving volt-
age delivered to the transmission line by the transmitter
can be determined through simple circuit theory as follows:

V V
Z

Z ZI S
S

=
+

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

0

0
(Eq 1)

Two things occur as a wave travels along a transmission
line away from its point of origin. First, the wave is attenu-
ated by losses in the transmission line, and second, the wave
undergoes a relative phase shift (or delay) as a function of
the electrical distance traveled. The level of wave attenu-
ation can be expressed as e–αx, where α is the transmission-
line attenuation factor expressed in nepers per meter and
x is the distance traveled away from the wave’s reference
point of origin. Nepers per meter can be converted from at-
tenuation measured in decibels/100 feet by multiplying the
attenuation by 3.7772×10–3. The level of wave phase delay
can be expressed as e–jβx, where β is simply 2π/λ. The elec-
trical wavelength in the transmission line, λ, should be
expressed in meters. The level of wave attenuation and
phase delay can be combined into a single expression, e–γx,

Fig 1—Basic transmission-line circuit block diagram.
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where γ = α + jβ is the transmission line’s propagation fac-
tor. The complex-wave voltage at any point along the length
of the transmission line, x, is given by V e–γx, where V is the
complex-wave voltage determined at the wave’s point of
origin, x = 0. This is true for the forward-traveling wave
originating at the input of the transmission line and the
rearward-traveling wave originating at the antenna.

Since VI is the forward-driving voltage at the transmis-
sion-line input, the initial forward voltage arriving at the
antenna is equal to VI e–γL, where L is total length of the
transmission line as illustrated in Fig 1. Assuming the
antenna feedpoint impedance ZA is not equal to the charac-
teristic impedance of the transmission line, Z0, a rearward-
traveling reflected voltage is created at the antenna. The
level of voltage reflected at the antenna is a direct function
of the transmission line’s characteristic impedance and the
feedpoint impedance of the antenna. The parameter that is
used to determine the level of reflected voltage at the an-
tenna is the antenna reflection coefficient, ρA, which can be
determined from the following equation:

nitude of the reflection coefficient is one (ZA is an open
circuit, a short circuit or purely reactive), the magnitude of
the reflected voltage is equal to the magnitude of the inci-
dent voltage, and no power is delivered to the antenna. If
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is between zero
and one, some power is delivered to the antenna and some
power is reflected. This is true for both forward waves
arriving at the antenna and reflected waves arriving at the
transmitter output. One interesting point occurs when Z0
is complex. When Z0 has a reactive component, it is pos-
sible to deliver real power to an antenna when the magni-
tude of the antenna reflection coefficient is one.

The rearward-traveling reflected voltage created at the
antenna is equal to the incident forward voltage arriving
at the antenna multiplied by the antenna’s reflection coef-
ficient ρA. The rearward-traveling reflected voltage cre-
ated at the antenna is therefore equal to ρA VI e–γL. When
the reflected voltage from the antenna arrives back at the
input to the transmission line, it will have traveled the
total length of the transmission line, L, and it will have
undergone an attenuation and relative phase delay consis-
tent with the propagation factor of the transmission line,
γ. The reflected voltage arriving back at the input to the
transmission line is therefore equal to:

V V e e V eL L L
REF A I A I= =− − −ρ ργ γ γ2 (Eq 4)

Fig 2—Multiple-reflection and
re-reflection chart.

ρA

A

0=
−

+

Z

Z
Z

Z

1

1
0

A (Eq 2)

The level of reflected voltage developed at the antenna is
equal to the incident (forward) voltage arriving at the an-
tenna multiplied by the antenna’s reflection coefficient. The
total voltage developed at the antenna is equal to the sum of
the incident voltage plus the reflected voltage. The antenna’s
SWR can also be found from the antenna reflection coeffi-
cient, ρA, using the following equation:

SWR =
+
−

1

1

ρ
ρ

A

A
(Eq 3)

If the magnitude of the antenna reflection coefficient is
zero (ZA is equal to Z0), no reflected voltage is created at
the antenna. In this case, all the total forward power arriv-
ing at the antenna is delivered to the antenna. If the mag-

VI  � VI e–γL  �

ρ
A VI e–2γL  � ρ

A VI e–γL  �

ρ
S ρA VI e–2γL  � ρ

S ρA VI e–3γL  �

ρ
S ρA

2 VI e–4γL  � ρ
S ρA

2 VI e–3γL  �

ρ
S

2 ρA
2 VI e–4γL  � ρ

S
2 ρA

2 VI e–5γL  �

ρ
S

2 ρA
3 VI e–6γL  � ρ

S
2 ρA

3 VI e–5γL  �

ρ
S

3 ρA
3 VI e–6γL  � ρ

S
3 ρA

3 VI e–7γL  �

ρ
S

3 ρA
4 VI e–8γL  � ρ

S
3 ρA

4 VI e–7γL  �

ρ
S

4 ρA
4 VI e–8γL  �

Arriving back at the input to the transmission line, the
reflected voltage sees a terminating impedance equal to the
physical impedance seen looking rearward into the trans-
mitter’s output terminals. In the case of the Thevenin-
equivalent circuit, this impedance is equal to ZS. If ZS is
not equal to Z0, a forward-traveling, “re-reflected” voltage,
VRER, is developed at the transmission-line input, consis-
tent with the reflection coefficient of the transmitter’s
output impedance, ρS, such that:

V V V e L
RER S REF S A I= = −ρ ρ ρ γ2 (Eq 5)

In all transmission line systems, the level of voltage
or wave reflection at either end of the transmission line is
determined from the reflection coefficient of the impedance
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terminating the transmission line. The “re-reflected” volt-
age, VRER, adds to the initial forward-traveling voltage, VI,
and the process of reflection and “re-reflection” continues
until equilibrium is reached.

To determine the steady-state levels of forward and re-
flected voltages developed at the input to the transmission
line as a function of the transmitter’s forward-driving volt-
age VI, it is necessary to examine the multiple reflection
and re-reflection process in detail. In the steady state, the
total forward-traveling voltage developed at the input to
the transmission line, VFWD, is equal to VI plus an infinite
number of forward-traveling, re-reflected voltages devel-
oped through the processes described by Eqs 4 and 5. A
portion of this multiple reflection and re-reflection process
is illustrated in Fig 2.

Examining Fig 2 in detail, the total steady-state forward-
traveling voltage developed at the input to the transmis-
sion line, VFWD, is determined from VI and the steady-state
summation of the re-reflected voltages developed there, as
follows:

V V V e V e V e

V e e e

L L L

L L L

FWD I I S A I S
2

A
2

I S
3

A
3

I S A S A S A

= + ( ) + ( ) + ( ) +

= + ( ) + ( ) + ( ) +⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

− − −

− − −

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ

γ γ γ

γ γ γ

2 4 6

2 2 2 2 3
1

...

...

(Eq 6)
which is an equation of the form:

V V A A A A AFWD I= + + + + + +( )1 2 3 4 5 ... (Eq 7)

where A = ρS ρA e–2γL. The expression in parentheses is an
infinite geometric series, which can be written in closed form
as 1/(1–A). Therefore, the total steady-state, forward-travel-
ing voltage developed at the transmission-line input, VFWD,
is given by:

V V
e LFWD I

S A

=
−

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟−
1

1 2ρ ρ γ (Eq 8)

From the form of Eq 4, the total steady-state reflected
voltage arriving at the transmission-line input, VREF, is
determined from the following equation:

V V e V
e

e
L

L

LREF A FWD I
A

S A

= =
−

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟−

−

−ρ ρ
ρ ρ

γ
γ

γ
2

2

21 (Eq 9)

From the form of Eq 5, the total steady-state, re-reflected
voltage developed at the transmission-line input, VRER, is
determined from the following equation:

V V V
e

e

L

LRER S REF I
S A

S A1
= =

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

−

−ρ
ρ ρ

ρ ρ

γ

γ

2

2– (Eq 10)

The total steady-state, forward-traveling voltage devel-
oped at the input to the transmission line, VFWD, can also
be determined from the following relationship: VFWD = VI
+ VRER.

At any point along the length of the transmission line,
the total steady-state voltage is the sum of the forward-
traveling voltage and the rearward-traveling voltage. The
total steady-state voltage at any point d along the length
of the transmission line can be found using the following
generalized transmission line equation:

V d V d V e V ed d
TOTAL FWD REF( ) = ( ) = +− +γ γ (Eq 11)

Since the forward- and rearward-traveling waves only see
the characteristic impedance, Z0, as they travel in the trans-
mission line, the following relationships are always valid:

V
ZFWD

FWDI
= 0 (Eq 12)

and
V

I
ZREF

REF
= 0 (Eq 13)

Therefore, the total steady-state current at any point, d,
along the length of the transmission line is given by:

I d I d
V e

Z

V e

Z

d d

TOTAL
FWD REF( ) ( )= = −

− +γ γ

0 0
(Eq 14)

The steady-state line impedance at any point along the
length of the transmission line is equal to the ratio of total
voltage to total current at that point: V(d)/I(d). At the input
to the transmission line, d = 0; the steady-state ratio of
V(0)/I(0) simplifies to the following:

V

I
Z Z

V V

V V

( )

( )

0

0 0= =
+
−

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟IN

FWD REF

FWD REF
(Eq 15)

Substituting Eq 9 for VREF yields:

Z Z
V e V

V e V

Z
e

e

L

L

L

L

IN
FWD A FWD

FWD A FWD

A

A

=
+
−

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

= +
−

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

−

−

−

−

0

2

2

0

2

2
1

1

ρ
ρ

ρ
ρ

γ

γ

γ

γ
(Eq 16)

which is a convenient equation for ZIN given as a function
of ρA. Substituting Eq 2 for ρA and multiplying the top and
bottom expressions by ZA/Z0+1 yields:

Z Z

Z

Z

Z

Z
e

Z

Z

Z

Z
e

L
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Rearranging terms yields:
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Multiplying the top and bottom expressions by eγL yields:
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Substituting the appropriate hyperbolic functions yields
the following final equation for transmission-line input
impedance:
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(Eq 20)

This is the familiar transmission-line equation.
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The effective steady-state line impedance at any point
along the length of the transmission line is not a physical
load impedance. It is simply the ratio of total voltage to total
current at that point. In the special case where the forward-
and rearward-traveling voltages at any one point are of
equal amplitude and 180° out of phase, the total voltage will
be zero and the steady-state line impedance at that point
will be a short circuit. In the special case where the forward-
and rearward-traveling currents at any one point are of
equal amplitude and exactly in phase, the total current will
be zero, and the steady-state line impedance at that point
will be infinite. (Note that the forward- and rearward-cur-
rents are traveling in opposite directions so that when they
are identically equal in amplitude and phase, the net cur-
rent is zero.) It is important to note that the line impedance
in a transmission line is not a mechanism for wave reflec-
tion or re-reflection. As the forward- and rearward-waves
travel in the line, they see only the transmission line’s char-
acteristic impedance and any wave reflection or re-reflec-
tion will occur only at the ends of the transmission line (as-
suming there are no impedance discontinuities within the
transmission line).

The forward- and rearward-traveling powers at any point,
d, along the length of the transmission line are a direct func-
tion of the forward- and rearward-traveling voltage and cur-
rent. If it is assumed that Z0 is resistive and has no reactive
component, the forward- and rearward-traveling power at
any point d can be found as follows:

P
V e

Z

d

FWD
FWD

2

0
=

−γ

(Eq 21)

and

P
V e

Z

d

REF
REF

2

0
=

+γ

(Eq 22)

These levels of power would be consistent with those
measured using a typical wattmeter.

Finally, the total steady-state voltage developed at the
antenna, VA, is the sum of the total forward and reflected
voltages developed there. The voltage VA is given by:
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1 (Eq 23)

Summary of the Discussion Thus Far
The four most important aspects of the preceding discus-

sion on basic transmission-line concepts are the following:
1. The forward-driving voltage, current and power deliv-

ered by the transmitter to the input of any transmission
line are a direct function of the transmission-line char-
acteristic impedance Z0.

2. As the forward and rearward waves travel in the trans-
mission line, the only physical impedance they see is Z0.
Additionally, the forward- and rearward-traveling
waves always travel as a function of e–γx, where x is the
distance traveled from the wave’s point of origin.

3. The levels of voltage, current and power reflection at the
ends of a transmission line are direct functions of the
physical impedance terminating the transmission line.
Reflections developed at the antenna end of the transmis-
sion line are direct functions of the antenna impedance.
Re-reflections developed at the input to a transmission
line are direct functions of the physical terminating im-
pedance seen by the rearward-traveling wave when it ar-

rives at the input to the transmission line. This im-
pedance will be the effective output impedance of the
transmitter or matching device connected at the trans-
mission-line input. This is a physical impedance that is
measurable by a network analyzer or impedance bridge.

4. The relationships described above for forward- and rear-
ward-traveling voltage, current and power are valid in
all cases, independent of match or mismatch in a trans-
mission-line system.

The Relationship between Forward,
Reflected and Delivered Power in Equilibrium

In this section, the relationships between steady-state
forward, reflected and effective net (delivered) power in the
transmission line will be presented. With knowledge of
these power levels, the power delivered to the antenna and
the power dissipated in the transmission line are easily de-
termined. The relationships for power delivery detailed in
this section assume that Z0 is purely resistive and has no
reactive component. These relationships are valid for any
transmission line, independent of whether the transmis-
sion line input is connected to a transmitter, tuner or other
matching device. In the case of a tuner or other matching
device, the relationships presented here are valid indepen-
dent of the existence of an impedance match at the tuner
or other matching device input.

Consider the block diagram of Fig 3. The total, steady-state
forward power developed at the input to the transmission
line is given by PFWD, and the steady-state reflected power
is given by PREF. The net power delivered to the transmis-
sion line input is given by PDEL.

If the total attenuation of the transmission line over its
entire length when connected to a matched load is given by
α (dB), then the total forward power arriving at the an-
tenna is:
P kPf FWD= (Eq 24)

k =
−⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠10 10

α
(Eq 25)

The transmission-line attenuation is in decibels, α, is
expressed as a positive number. The total steady-state power
reflected at the antenna is given by:

P Pr A f= ρ 2 (Eq 26)

and the total steady-state reflected power arriving at the
input to the transmission line, PREF, is:

P kP k P k PREF r A
2

f
2

A
2

FWD= = =ρ ρ (Eq 27)

The total amount of power dissipated in the transmission
line is:
P P PLOSS = +LF LR (Eq 28)
where PLF is the power loss occurring the forward direction

Fig 3—Transmission-line block diagram of power delivery.
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and  PLR is the power loss occurring in the rearward direc-
tion. Examining Fig 3, it is evident that the loss in the
forward direction is PFWD–Pf and the loss in the rearward
direction is Pr–PREF. Substituting the appropriate relation-
ships into Eq 28, the total power dissipation occurring in the
transmission line, expressed as a function of the antenna
reflection coefficient and the total forward power at the in-
put to the transmission line, is given by:

P P k kLOSS FWD A= −( ) +( )1 1
2ρ (Eq 29)

Using PFWD as the reference power for calculation
purposes, the effective net or total attenuation of the trans-
mission line is:

α ρF A(dB) = − − −( ) +( )⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

10 1 1 1
2

log k k (Eq 30)

Using Eq 30, the net attenuation of the transmission line
calculates to be a positive number. Eqs 29 and 30 may be
used to determine the total level of power dissipation
occurring within a transmission line, where the remaining
power is equal to the sum of the reflected power at the
transmission-line input and the power delivered to the
antenna. When considering the total forward power at the
transmission-line input, the total power delivered to the
antenna can be determined simply from:

P P kA FWD A= −( )1
2ρ (Eq 31)

In many instances, it is preferable to use the effective net
power delivered to the transmission line as the reference for
power-delivery calculations. The effective net power deliv-
ered to the transmission line, PDEL, is simply the difference
between the total forward and reflected powers developed at
the input to the transmission line. PDEL is:

P P P P kDEL FWD REF FWD A= − = −( )1 2 2ρ (Eq 32)

The significance of determining PDEL is that it repre-
sents the total steady-state power delivered to the trans-
mission-line system. PDEL is equal to the total power
delivered to the antenna plus the total power dissipated in
the transmission line. Using PDEL as the reference for
power-delivery calculations, the total power dissipation
occurring in the transmission line is found:

P P
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In this case, the net transmission-line attenuation is
given by:

α
ρ
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and the total power delivered to the antenna is given by:
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In using either the total forward power or the effective
net power delivered to the input of the line, the total power

delivered to the antenna is always a function of the trans-
mission-line attenuation and the antenna’s reflection coef-
ficient, ρA.

Using Eq 32, the total steady-state forward power at the
transmission-line input can be determined from the steady-
state net power delivered to the transmission line as follows:

P P
k

FWD DEL
A

=
−

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

1

1 2 2ρ (Eq 36)

It is important to note that this relationship between for-
ward and delivered power is valid in all transmission-line
systems. For example, if a tuner or matching device is used
between a transmitter and an antenna, the relationship
established by Eq 36 is valid in the transmission line con-
necting the tuner and the antenna independent of whether
or not an impedance match exists at the tuner input.

At this point, it is also important to explain the differ-
ences between Eqs 30 and 34, both of which can be used to
determine the effective attenuation of the transmission
line. Eq 30 may be used to calculate the total loss in the
transmission line relative to the total forward power at the
transmission-line input. The remaining power is the sum
of the power delivered to the antenna plus the reflected
power at the transmission-line input. Eq 34 may be used to
calculate the total loss in the transmission line relative to
the effective net power delivered to the transmission line.
The remaining power is the power delivered to the antenna.

Summary
This article has presented a detailed description of basic

transmission-line concepts and the principles of wave me-
chanics that occur when a mismatched antenna is con-
nected to the system transmission line. The discussion and
equations presented in this article establish the founda-
tion for understanding the nature of wave reflection be-
havior in transmission-line systems.

The relationships between forward- and rearward-trav-
eling voltage, current and power were developed and
sufficient equations were presented relating all of the
transmission-line system’s physical parameters. All of the
transmission-line system’s steady-state conditions can be
determined from the transmitter’s forward-driving volt-
age, the transmission line’s characteristic impedance and
propagation factor, the antenna impedance and the trans-
mitter’s effective output impedance.

The relationships between forward, reflected and effec-
tive net power delivered to the transmission line were pre-
sented. Using the equations presented in this article, the
power dissipation in the transmission line and the power
delivery to an antenna can easily be determined.
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Class-E RF Power Amplifiers

This article is based on “Class-E
High-Efficiency Power Amplifiers, from
HF to Microwave,” Proceedings of the
IEEE International Microwave Sympo-
sium, June 1998, Baltimore; and
“Class- E Switching-Mode High-Effi-
ciency Tuned RF Microwave Power
Amplifier: Improved Design Equa-
tions,” Proceedings of the IEEE Inter-
national Microwave Symposium, June
2000, Boston; both by Nat Sokal, ©
IEEE 1998, 2000.—Ed.

Class-E power amplifiers (See Ref-
erences 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) achieve signifi-
cantly higher efficiency than conven-
tional Class-B or –C amplifiers. In

Class-E, the transistor operates as an
on/off switch and the load network
shapes the voltage and current wave-
forms to prevent simultaneous high
voltage and high current in the tran-
sistor; that minimizes power dissipa-
tion, especially during the switching
transitions. In the published low-or-
der Class-E circuit, a transistor per-
forms well at frequencies up to about
70% of its frequency of good Class-B
operation (an unpublished higher-or-
der Class-E circuit operates well up to
about twice that frequency). This
paper covers circuit operation, im-
proved-accuracy explicit design equa-
tions for the published low-order
Class-E circuit, optimization prin-
ciples and experimental results. Pre-
viously published analytically derived
design equations did not include the

dependence of output power (P) on
load-network loaded Q (QL). As a re-
sult, the output power is 38% to 10%
less than expected, for QL values in the
usual range of 1.8 to 5. This paper in-
cludes an accurate new equation for P
that includes the effect of QL.

What Can Class-E Do for Me?
Typically, Class-E amplifiers (see

References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) can operate
with power losses smaller by a factor
of about 2.3, as compared with conven-
tional Class-B or -C amplifiers using
the same transistor at the same fre-
quency and output power. For ex-
ample, a Class-B or -C power stage
operating at 65% collector or drain
efficiency (losses = 35% of input
power) would have an efficiency of
about 85% (losses = 15% of input
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power) if changed to Class E (35%/15%
= 2.3). Class-E amplifiers can be de-
signed for narrow-band operation or
for fixed-tuned operation over fre-
quency bands as wide as 1.8:1, such as
225-400 MHz. (If harmonic outputs
must be well below the carrier power,
only Class-A or push-pull Class-AB
amplifiers can operate over a band
wider than about 1.8:1 with only one
fixed-tuned harmonic-suppression fil-
ter.) Harmonic output of Class-E
amplifiers is similar to that of Class-B
amplifiers. Another benefit of using
Class E is that the amplifier is “de-
signable;” explicit design equations
are given here. The effects of compo-
nents and frequency variations are
defined in advance (see Reference 4,
Figs 5 and 6, and Reference 7) and are
small. When the amplifier is built as
designed, it works as expected, with-
out need for “tweaking” or “fiddling.”

Physical Principles for
Achieving High Efficiency

Efficiency is maximized by minimiz-
ing power dissipation, while providing
a desired output power. In most RF and
microwave power amplifiers, the larg-
est power dissipation is in the power
transistor: the product of transistor
voltage and current at each point in
time during the RF period, integrated
and averaged over the RF period. Al-
though the transistor must sustain
high voltage during part of the RF pe-
riod and conduct high current during
part of the RF period, the circuit can be
arranged so that high voltage and high
current do not exist at the same time.
Then the product of transistor voltage
and current will be low at all times
during the RF period. Fig 1 shows con-
ceptual “target” waveforms of transis-
tor voltage and current that meet the
high-efficiency requirements. The tran-
sistor is operated as a switch. The volt-
age-current product is low throughout
the RF period because:
1. “On” state: The voltage is nearly

zero when high current is flowing,
that is, the transistor acts as a low-
resistance closed switch during the
“on” part of the RF period.

2. “Off “ state: The current is zero when
there is high voltage, that is, the
transistor acts as an open switch dur-
ing the “off” part of the RF period.
Switching transitions: Although the

designer makes the on/off switching
transitions as fast as feasible, a high-
efficiency technique must accommo-
date the transistor’s practical limita-
tion for RF and microwave applica-
tions: the transistor-switching times Fig 2—Schematic of a low-order Class-E amplifier.

Fig 1—Conceptual “target” waveforms of transistor voltage and current.

will, unavoidably, be appreciable frac-
tions of the RF period. We avoid a high
voltage-current product during the
switching transitions, even though the
switching times can be appreciable
fractions of the RF period, by the fol-
lowing two strategies:
3. The rise of transistor voltage is

delayed until after the current has
reduced to zero.

4. The transistor voltage returns to
zero before the current begins to rise.

The timing requirements of 3 and 4 are
fulfilled by a suitable load network
(the network between the transistor
and the load that receives the RF
power), to be examined shortly. Two
additional waveform features reduce
power dissipation:

5. The transistor voltage at turn-on
time is nominally zero (or is the satu-
ration offset voltage, Vo, for a bipo-
lar-junction transistor, hereafter,
“BJT”). Then the turning-on transis-
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tor does not discharge a charged
shunt capacitance (C1 of Fig 2), thus
avoiding dissipating the capacitor’s
stored energy (C1•V2/2), f times per
second, where V is the capacitor’s
initial voltage at transistor turn-on
and f is the operating frequency. (C1
comprises the transistor output ca-
pacitance and any external capaci-
tance in parallel with it.)

6. The slope of the transistor voltage
waveform is nominally zero at turn-
on time. Then, the current injected
into the turning-on transistor by the
load network rises smoothly from
zero at a controlled moderate rate,
resulting in low i2R power dissipa-
tion while the transistor conductance
is building-up from zero during the
turn-on transition, even if the turn-
on transition time is as long as 30%
of the RF period.
Result: The waveforms never have

high voltage and high current simul-
taneously. The voltage and current
switching transitions are time-dis-
placed from each other, to accommo-
date transistor switching transition
times that can be substantial fractions
of the RF period. Turn-on transitions
may be up to about 30% of the period
and turn-off transitions up to about
20% of the period.

The low-order Class-E amplifier of
Fig 2 generates voltage and current
waveforms that approximate the con-
ceptual “target” waveforms in Fig 1;
Fig 3 shows the actual waveforms in
that circuit. Note that those actual
waveforms meet all six criteria listed
above and illustrated in Fig 1. Unpub-
lished higher-order versions of the
circuit approximate more closely the
target waveforms of Fig 1, making the
circuit even more tolerant of compo-
nent parasitic resistances and non-
zero switching-transition times.

Differences from
Conventional Class B and C

The load network is not intended to
provide a conjugate match to the tran-
sistor output impedance. The network
design equations come from the solu-
tion of a set of simultaneous equations
for the steady-state periodic time-
domain response of a network (contain-
ing non-ideal inductors and capacitors)
to periodic operation of a non-ideal
switch at the input port, at frequency f,
to provide (a) an input-port voltage of
zero value and zero slope at transistor
turn-on time, (b) a first-order approxi-
mation to a time delay of the voltage
rise at transistor turn-off, and (c) a
nearly sinusoidal voltage across the

1Notes appear on page 18.

Table 1—Dependence of output power, C1, and C2 on loaded Q (QL)

QL

PR

V VCC o
2−( ) C1 fR• 2π                    C2 fR• 2π

infinite 0.576801 0.18360 0
20 0.56402 0.19111 0.05313
10 0.54974 0.19790 0.11375

5 0.51659 0.20907 0.26924
3 0.46453 0.21834 0.63467
2.5 0.43550 0.22036 1.01219
2 0.38888 0.21994 3.05212
1.7879 0.35969 0.21770                       infinite

Fig 3—Actual transistor voltage and current waveforms in a low-order Class-E amplifier.

load resistance R, delivering a specified
RF power P from a specified dc supply
voltage VCC.

The transistor’s operating locus on
the (Id, Vds) plane is not a tilted
straight line (resistance) or a tilted
ellipse (resistance + reactance). The
operation during the “on” state of the
switch is a nearly vertical line whose
lower end is at the origin (0, 0); The
“off” state of the switch is a horizontal
line whose left end is at the origin. By
design, the operating locus avoids the
remainder of the (Id, Vds) plane, the
region of simultaneous high voltage
and high current that brings high
power dissipation and consequent re-
duced efficiency. That region is where
conventional Class B and C circuits
operate.

Analytical and Numerical
Derivations of Design Equations

Analytical derivations of design
equations for the circuit of Fig 2 can be
made only by assuming the current in

L2 and C2 is sinusoidal. That assump-
tion is strictly true only if the load
network has infinite loaded Q (QL, de-
fined as 2π f L2/R)1, and yields progres-
sively less-accurate results for QL val-
ues progressively lower than infinity.
(QL is a free-choice design variable,2

subject to the condition QL ≥ 1.7879—
obtained from exact numerical analy-
sis as in References 4 and 6—to obtain
the nominal3 switch-voltage wave-
form, for the usual choice of the switch
“on” duty ratio,4 D, being 50%.) The
amplifier’s output power P depends
primarily (derivable analytically) on
the collector/drain dc-supply voltage
VCC and the load resistance R, but sec-
ondarily (not derivable analytically)
on the value chosen for QL. Previously
published analytically derived design
equations did not include the depen-
dence of P on QL. Consequently, the
output power is 38% to 10% less than
had been expected, for QL values in the
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usual range of 1.8 to 5. This paper includes an accurate new
equation for P that includes the effect of QL. Similar restric-
tions apply to the analytical derivations of design equations
for C1, C2 and R. However, the needed component values
can be found by numerical methods. Table 1 gives normal-
ized exact numerical solutions for output power (hence the
needed value of R), C1 and C2, for eight values of QL over the
entire possible range from 1.7879 to infinity, for the usual
choice of D = 50%. The design equations in the next section
are continuous mathematical functions fitted to those eight
sets of data. (Having the numerical values of Table 1, read-
ers can derive other mathematical functions to fit the data,
if they wish, to substitute for the equations given below.)

Kazimierczuk and Puczko (Reference 5) published a
tabulation similar to Table 1 here (using a different math-
ematical technique, but the two sets of tables agree well; see
“Accuracy of Design Equations” below), but they did not in-
clude continuous-function design equations based on their
tabular data. As a result, a designer using Reference 5 can
produce an accurate design at any chosen tabulated value of
QL, but designers lack accurate design information for use at
values of QL between the tabulated values. Avratoglou and
Voulgaris (Reference 8) gave an analysis and numerical so-
lutions as graphs but no tables of computed values and no
design equations fitted to the numerical results. Precise
design values cannot be read from the graphs.

To make accurate circuit designs and advance design
evaluations at any arbitrary value of QL, one needs design
equations comprising continuous mathematical functions
rather than a set of tabulated values as in Table 1 or Ref-
erence 5. The equations should give accurate results, and
should be simple enough for designers to easily manipu-
late. Such equations are given below, for lossless compo-
nents. The losses are accounted for in References 2, 4, 9, 10
and unpublished notes; the author intends to publish equa-
tions for all components of power loss and the resulting
collector/drain efficiency. Briefly: Use for P in Eq 6 or 6A
the desired output power, divided by the expected collec-
tor/drain efficiency and calculate Rload from:
R R ESR ESR R ESRL2 C2 C1load on= + + + +1 365 0 2116. .  (Eq 1)
where Ron is the “on” resistance of the transistor. Ron is a
generic term that represents RDS(on) of a MOSFET or
MESFET, or RCE(sat) of a BJT. ESR is the effective series
resistance of a reactive component. The expected drain/
collector efficiency is approximately

ηD
load

load on
=

+ + + +
−

( )
−
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R ESR ESR R ESR
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L2 C2 C11 365 0 2116
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(Eq 2)
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0 82.

L

f

tf is the 100%-to-0% fall time of the assumed linear fall of the
drain/collector current at transistor turn-off, T=1/f is the
period of the operating frequency, f, and “0.01” allocates
about 1% loss of efficiency for the power losses in the dc and
RF resistances of the dc-feed choke, L1.

are discussed briefly at the end of the “Applicable Frequency
Range…” discussion.) In the equations below, VCC is the dc
supply voltage. P is the output power delivered to the load
resistance R; f  is the operating frequency; C1, C2, L1 (dc-
feed choke) and L2 are the load network shown in Fig 2. QL
is the network loaded Q, chosen by the designer as a trade-
off among competing evaluation criteria (see Note 2).

In a nominal-waveforms circuit operating with the usual
choice of D = 50%, the minimum possible value of QL is
1.7879; the maximum possible value is less than the
network’s unloaded Q. The design procedure is as follows:

V
BV

SFCC
CEV

3.56
= ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ (Eq 3)

This includes a chosen safety factor (SF) less than 1, to
allow for higher peak voltage resulting from off-nominal
load impedance. For example, you could take SF as
80%=0.8. The relationship among P, R, QL, VCC  and the
transistor saturation offset voltage Vo is least-squares fit-
ted to the data in Table 1, over the entire range of QL from
1.7879 to infinity, within a deviation of ±0.15%, by a sec-
ond-order polynomial function of QL:

P
V V

R
f Q=

−( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

+
⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

⎛

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟

( )CC o
L

2

2

2

4
1

π (Eq 4)

P
V V

R Q Q
=

−( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟ − −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

CC o

L L

2

20 576801 1 001245
0 451759 0 402444

. .
. .

(Eq 5)
Hence:

R
V V

P Q Q
=

−( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟ − −

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

CC o

L L

2

20 576801 1 001245
0 451759 0 402444

. .
. .

(Eq 6)
Alternatively, a third-order polynomial in QL gives a

least-squares fit to the data to within –0.0089% to
+0.0072%:

P
V V

R Q Q Q
=

−( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟ − − +

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

CC o

L L L

2

2 30 576801 1 0000086
0 414395 0 577501 0 205967

. .
. . .

(Eq 5A)
Hence:

R
V V

P Q Q Q
=

−( )⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟ − − +

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

CC o

L L L

2

2 30 576801 1 0000086
0 414395 0 577501 0 205967

. .
. . .

(Eq 6A)
The effective dc-supply voltage is the actual voltage, less

the transistor saturation offset voltage, hence (VCC – Vo ). Vo
is zero for a field-effect transistor. For a BJT, Vo is on the
order of 0.1 V at low frequencies, and up to a few volts (de-
pending on transistor fabrication) at frequencies higher than
about fT/10.

The design equations for C1 and C2 that fit the data in
Table 1 are given below. The last terms in Eqs 7, 8 and 9
are adjustments to the expressions fitted to the Table 1
data, to account for the small effects of the nonzero
susceptance of L1.

Explicit Design Equations
The explicit design equations given below yield the low-

order lumped-element Class-E circuit that operates with the
nominal waveforms of Fig 3. (Distributed-element circuits
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C1
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(Eq 8)

C2
f R Q Q f L1

=
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1 00121
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2 2π πL L.
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(Eq 9)
The numerical coefficients in the last terms of Eqs 7, 8,

and 9 depend slightly on L1 and QL; those dependencies
will be the subject of a planned future article. For the ex-
ample case of QL = 5 and the usual choice of XL1 being 30
or more times the unadjusted value of XC1, the adjustments
for the susceptance of L1 add 2% or less to the unadjusted
value of C1 and subtract 0.5% or less from the unadjusted
value of C2. Finally, L2 is determined by the designer’s
choice (Note 2) for QL, and the value of R from Eq 5 or 5A:

L2
Q R

f
= L

2π (Eq 10)

Eqs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are more accurate than the older
versions in References 1, 2, 4 and 6.

Accuracy of Design Equations
The maximum deviations of Eq 5 from the tabulated val-

ues in Table 1 are ±0.15%; those of Eq 5A are –0.0089% and
+0.0072%; those of Eq 7 are ±0.13%; and those of Eq 9 are
±0.072%. Kazimierczuk and Puczko (Reference 5) give tables
of numerical data (similar to Table 1 here), obtained by a
Newton’s-method numerical solution of a system of analyti-
cal circuit equations they derived, and other useful numeri-
cal and graphical data. The tabulated values of P in Refer-
ence 5 are within –0.13% to +0.47% of the values obtained
from the continuous function Eq 5 above. Those differences
include (a) the error in the fitting of the continuous function
in Eq 5 to the discrete values in Table 1 (±0.15%) and (b) the
differences (if any) between the numerical results of Refer-
ence 5 and of Table 1 here. Those two sets of tabulated values
can be compared directly at only their two values of QL in
common: infinity (identical results) and 1.7879 (Reference 5
has the same capacitance values and 0.28% lower P). The
independently computed sets of data here and in Reference
5 agree well (a maximum difference of about 0.3%), giving
confidence in the validity of both.

Harmonic Filtering and Associated Changes
to Design Equations

The power in Eqs 5 and 5A is the total output power at the
fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Most of the power is
at the fundamental frequency. The strongest harmonic is the
second, with a voltage or current amplitude at R of 0.51/QL,
relative to the fundamental. For example, with QL = 5.1, the
second-harmonic power is –20 dBc (1% of the fundamental
power) without any filtering. Even-order harmonics can be
canceled with a push-pull circuit, if desired. In that case, the
strongest harmonic is the third, at an amplitude of 0.080/QL
relative to the fundamental, hence –36 dBc (0.025% of the
fundamental power) without filtering, for the same example
QL of 5.1 . In Reference 11, Sokal and Raab give the harmonic

spectrum as a function of the chosen QL.5
If the circuit includes a low-pass or band-pass filter be-

tween R and the C2-L2 branch instead of a direct connec-
tion as in Fig 2, the fractions of the output power contained
in each of the harmonics will decrease, according to the
transmission function of the filter at the harmonic frequen-
cies. As a small side-effect, the total output power and the
waveforms of switch voltage and C2-L2 current will change
slightly, requiring small changes to the numerical coeffi-
cients in Eqs 6 through 9 above, and in Table 1 and Refer-
ence 5. New sets of numerical values can be calculated
quickly with the help of a computer program such as HEPA-
PLUS (Reference 7), which is described briefly below and
available from the author’s employer.

Optimizing Efficiency
The highest efficiency is obtained by minimizing the total

power dissipated while the amplifier is delivering a desired
output power. That can be done by modifying the waveforms
slightly away from the nominal ones shown in Fig 3, allow-
ing some of the components of power dissipation to increase,
while other components of power dissipation decrease by
larger amounts. For example, allowing the voltage-waveform
minimum to be about 20% of its peak value (instead of 0%)
increases the C1-discharge power loss but reduces the RMS/
average ratio of the current waveform and the peak/average
ratio of the voltage waveform. Both of those effects can be
exploited to obtain a specified output power with a specified
safe peak transistor voltage, with lower RMS currents in the
transistor, L1, L2, C1 and C2. That reduces their i2R dissi-
pations. If their series resistances are large enough, the
decrease in their i2R power losses can outweigh the increase
of C1-discharge power loss.

The power loss in the transistor Ron and in discharging
a partially charged C1 are not functions of the design fre-
quency (C1 is inversely proportional to frequency, so the
product f (C1•V2/2) is independent of frequency). For given
types of capacitors or inductors, losses in capacitor ESRs
(including that in the transistor’s Cout ) increase with de-
sign frequency, inductor-core losses increase, and induc-
tor-winding losses decrease.

The optimum trade-off depends on the specific combina-
tion of parameter values of the types of components being
considered in a particular design. (It does not vary appre-
ciably from one unit to another of a given design.) No
explicit analytical method yet exists for achieving the op-
timum trade-off among all of the components of power loss.
Optimization is a numerically intensive task, too difficult
to do by explicit analytical methods, but computerized
optimization is practical. For example, running on an
IBM-PC-compatible computer with a Pentium II/233-MHz
processor, HEPA-PLUS designs a nominal-waveforms
Class-E amplifier in a time too short to observe, simulates
the circuit in 0.019 seconds and optimizes the design auto-
matically—according to user-specified criteria—in about
6 seconds. The program uses double-precision computation
for accuracy and robustness, yielding the circuit voltage
and current waveforms and their spectra, dc input power,
RF output power and all components of power dissipation.

Effects of Non-Ideal Components
Many non-ideal characteristics of the circuit components

can be included in an analytical solution if the circuit is
operating with the nominal switch-voltage waveform, but
the task becomes progressively more difficult as one at-
tempts to include more of those effects simultaneously. It
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becomes impossible if the circuit is not
operating at the nominal-waveforms
conditions. HEPA-PLUS simulates an
expanded version of the Fig 2 circuit in
any arbitrary operating condition
(nominal or non-nominal waveforms).
It includes all-important “real-world”
non-ideal characteristics of the tran-
sistor, the finite-Q power losses of all
inductors and capacitors, and parasitic
wiring inductance in series with C1
and in series with the transistor. De-
tails are available from the author’s
employer.

Applicable Frequency Range
(about 3 MHz to 10 GHz,
maybe 11 GHz)

The Class-E amplifier can operate
at arbitrarily low frequencies. Below
about 3 MHz, one of the three switch-
ing-mode Class-D amplifier types
might be preferred. Each can be as ef-
ficient as the Class-E, with about 1.6
times as much output power per tran-
sistor, but with the possible disadvan-
tage that transistors must be used in
pairs, versus the single Class-E tran-
sistor. Class E is preferable to Class D
at frequencies higher than about
3 MHz because it is more efficient, the
transistor input port is easier to drive,
and Class-E has fewer detrimental ef-
fects from parasitic inductance in the
output-port circuit.

Low-order Class E amplifiers are
useful up to the frequency at which the
achievable turn-off switching time is
about 17% of the RF period. In a Class-
B amplifier, the turn-off transition
time is 25% of the period. Therefore a
low-order Class-E circuit will work
well with a particular transistor at fre-
quencies up to about 17%/25% = 70%
of the frequency at which that transis-
tor works well in a Class-B amplifier.
(Unpublished higher-order Class-E
circuits can operate efficiently at fre-
quencies up to about twice that of the
low-order version.)

Class-E circuits have operated at fre-
quencies as high as 8.35-10 GHz (Ref-
erence 42). Several microwave design-
ers have reported achieving remark-
ably high efficiency by driving the
amplifier into saturation and using a
favorable combination of series induc-
tance with the load resistance (Refer-
ence 13) or fundamental and harmonic
load impedances (References 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20). (The authors of those
references found favorable tuning con-
ditions by using an automatic tuner
and/or circuit simulation to exhaus-
tively search the multidimensional im-
pedance space for a favorable combina- T
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tion of circuit values, rather than by
using explicit design equations.)
Secchi (Reference 13) and Mallet et al
(Reference 14) provided plots of their
drain-voltage and collector-voltage

waveforms. Inspection of the Vds wave-
form (Fig 2 in Reference 13) shows a
nominal Class-E waveform with
RDS(on) = 2.7 V/0.688 A = 3.9 Ω. The
waveforms in Fig 2B of Reference 14
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values of L2 and C2 differ from the
design values. To correct for that, the
reactances of L2 and C2 should be re-
duced by the amounts of the residual
reactance at the matching network
input. The following text and figures
explain how to make those adjust-
ments to the circuit, if needed, without
advance knowledge of the series reac-
tances at the input port of the matching
network. The text is in terms of a BJT;
for a FET, substitute “VDS” for “VCE.”

The circuit parameters were chosen,
via Eqs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, to
meet a chosen set of requirements. The
circuit will operate with the nominal
Class-E waveform, while delivering
the specified output power at the speci-
fied frequency, if the chosen parameter
values are installed in the actual hard-
ware. The possible need for tuning re-
sults from (a) tolerances on the compo-
nent values (normally not a problem,
because Class E has low sensitivity to
component tolerances) and (b) the pos-
sibility of unknown-value reactances
in series with R (hence, in series with
L2 and C2) after the load resistance
has been transformed to the chosen
value of R. Those series reactances

require that the reactances of L2 and
C2 be reduced by the amounts of the
unknown inserted inductive and ca-
pacitive series reactances, but how can
we do that when those inserted reac-
tances are unknown?

Fig 4 shows a VCE waveform for an
amplifier with off-nominal tuning,
with the waveform features labeled for
subsequent reference in the text. If we
know how changes of L2 and C2 will
affect that waveform, we can adjust L2
and C2 to meet two criteria at the op-
erating frequency: (a) achieve the
nominal VCE waveform of Fig 3 and (b)
deliver the specified value of output
power.

Fig 5 shows how L2 and C2 affect the
VCE waveform. We know also that in-
creasing L2 reduces the output power
and vice versa. With (a) an oscilloscope
displaying the VCE waveform and (b) a
directional power meter indicating the
power delivered to the load, we can
adjust L2 and C2 to simultaneously
fulfill the two desired conditions
(nominal waveform and desired
outuput power) even if the reactances
in series with R are unknown.

If C1 (comprised of the transistor

are Class-E, but with an unusually
small conduction angle. Higher output
power could probably be obtained by
increasing the conduction angle and
modifying the load-network impedance
accordingly. I do not know the operat-
ing mode in References 15-20; very
likely those amplifiers are distributed-
element versions (see below) of Class E,
achieved empirically.

Distributed versus Lumped Elements
High-efficiency waveforms similar to

those in Figs 1 or 3 can be generated
with lumped and/or distributed ele-
ments. At a given frequency, the choice
depends on the available components
and the tradeoffs among their sizes,
costs, quality factors and parasitic ef-
fects. Amplifiers in References 12, 21,
22, 23, 41 and 42 were transmission-
line versions of Class E, operating at 10,
8.35, 5, 2, 1 and 0.5 GHz. The 5-, 2- and
1-GHz circuits were described as hav-
ing been designed by explicit design
procedures, working as expected; they
were operated and measured without
making any experimental adjustment.

Experimental Results
Table 2 summarizes Class-E perfor-

mance achieved by amplifiers operat-
ing from 44 kW PEP at 0.52-1.7 MHz
to 1.41 W at 8.35 GHz and 100 mW at
10 GHz.

Tuning Procedure
Fig 3 shows the nominal Class-E

transistor-voltage waveform in the low-
order circuit of Fig 2. At the transistor’s
turn-on time, the waveform has zero
slope and zero voltage for an FET or
VCE(sat) for a BJT. An actual circuit, or
a circuit in HEPA-PLUS, can be
brought from an off-nominal condition
to that nominal-waveform condition by
adjusting C1, C2 and/or L2. If R is not
already the desired value for the de-
sired output power, it may need adjust-
ment. The desired value of R comes
from Eq 6 or 6A after having applied the
allowance for parasitic resistances dis-
cussed in the last paragraph of “Ana-
lytical and Numerical Derivations of
Design Equations,” above.6

After adjusting a matching network
(located between the load and the
right-hand end of L2 in Fig 2) to pro-
vide R, there might be residual series
reactances in series with R. Any series
inductive reactance adds to that of L2;
any series capacitive reactance adds to
that of C2. Then the circuit would op-
erate with an off-nominal VCE wave-
form and possibly an off-nominal value
of output power, because the effective

Fig 4—Typical mistuned V
CE

 waveform, showing transistor turn-on, turn-off and waveform
“trough.”

Fig 5—Effects of adjusting load-network components.
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Fig 6—C1 and C2 adjustment procedure. The vertical arrow indicates transistor turn-on.
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output capacitance and the external
capacitor connected in parallel with it)
is within about 10% of the intended
value, C1 will normally not need ad-
justment. When there is a large devia-
tion from the design value, C1 can be
adjusted to achieve the nominal VCE
waveform, using the information in
Fig 5 about the effects of C1 on the VCE
waveform.

In that case, the three components
C1, C2 and L2 can be adjusted to
achieve three conditions simulta-
neously at the operating frequency:
desired output power, transistor volt-
age of VCE(sat) just before transistor
turn-on and zero slope of the VCE wave-
form just before turn-on. The following
diagrams and text explain how to ad-
just C1, C2, L2 and R (if desired) to ad-
just the shape of the VCE waveform.

Changes in the values of the load-
network components affect the VCE
waveform as follows, illustrated in
Fig 5:
1. Increasing C1 moves the trough of

the waveform upwards and to the
right.

2. Increasing C2 moves the trough of
the waveform downwards and to the
right.

3. Increasing L2 moves the trough of
the waveform downwards and to the
right.

4. Increasing R moves the trough of
the waveform upwards (R is not nor-
mally an adjustable circuit element).
Knowing these effects, you can ad-

just the load network for nominal
Class-E operation by observing the
VCE waveform. (Depending on the set-
tings of the circuit component values,
the zero-slope point and/or the nega-
tive-going jump may be hidden from
view, as in some of the waveforms in
Fig 6. If that occurs, the locations of
those features on the waveform can be
estimated by extrapolating from the
part of the waveform that can be seen.)
The adjustment procedure is:
1. Set R to the desired value or accept

what exists.
2. Set L2 for the desired QL=2πfL2/R

or accept what exists.
3. Set the frequency as desired.
4. Set the duty ratio (Ton/T) to the de-

sired value (usually 50%), with VCC
set to approximately 4 V. If the tran-
sistor turn-on is visible on the VCE
waveform (as in Fig 4), measure the
duty ratio. Otherwise, observe the
VBE waveform and assume that turn-
on occurs when the positive-going
edge of VBE reaches +0.8 V and turn-
off occurs when the negative-going
edge of VBE reaches 0 V.

5. Observe the trough of the VCE wave-
form:

A. At the zero-slope point: What is
the voltage relative to VCE(sat),
more positive, more negative or
equal?
B. At transistor turn-on: What is
the slope, positive, negative or
zero?

If these points are unobserv-
able because they lie below the 0 V
axis, the voltage at zero slope is
“more negative.” Estimate the
slope at turn-on by extrapolation
of the waveform.

If the voltage at zero slope is
unobservable because transistor
turn-on occurs before zero slope is
reached, the slope at turn-on is
“negative.” Estimate the voltage
at zero slope by extrapolation of
the waveform.

If you cannot estimate the VCE
or the slope by extrapolation, as-
sume that VCE is “equal” or that
the slope is “zero.”

6. Adjust C1 and/or C2 as shown in
Fig 5, and in expanded form in Fig 6.

7. If VCC is now the desired value, go to
Step 8. If VCC is less than the desired
value, increase VCC by up to 50% and
readjust the duty ratio, C1 and C2 as
needed. (The VCC increase will de-
crease the effective value of CCB,
causing the effective value of C1 to be
reduced. Therefore, C1 will need to be
increased slightly.)

8. For a final check of the adjustments,
increase C1 slightly to generate an
easily visible marker of transistor
turn-on: the small negative-going step
of VCE. Verify that the duty ratio is the
desired value (usually 50%) and that
the waveform slope is zero at turn-on
time. Now return C1 to the value that
brings the waveform to VCE(sat) at
turn-on time (and also eliminates the
marker).

Gate- and Base-Driver Circuits
If one takes a simplistic view,

driver-stage design is less important
than that of the output stage. The rea-
soning is that the driver power level is
lower than that of the output stage, by
a factor equal to the gain of the output
stage—typically a factor of 10 to 100.
That simplistic view is not correct, be-
cause the output transistor will not
operate as intended if its input is not
driven properly. If the output transis-
tor does not operate as intended, the
output stage will not operate as in-
tended, either. The resulting output-
stage performance might or might not
be acceptable. The output-stage

transistor will operate properly as a
switch, as intended, if its input port
(gate-source of an FET or base-emit-
ter of a BJT) is driven properly by the
output of its driver stage. The driver
stage must provide the output speci-
fied below. (Symbols for FETs are used
below; you can convert to BJT symbols
if you wish.)

1. It must provide enough “off” bias
during the “off” interval to maintain
the drain or collector current at an
acceptably small value. If you are
willing to tolerate a power loss of x
fraction of the normal dc-input power
due to non-zero “off”-state current,
the drain or collector current during
the “off” interval can be up to

I x I
DD off DD( ) = •

−
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

1

1 (Eq 11)

where IDD is the dc current drawn from
the VDD dc drain-voltage supply, and
D is the output-transistor’s “on” duty
ratio (usually 0.50, but it can be any
value you choose and provide for in the
choice of R, L and C values in the load
network).

Example: If you are willing to toler-
ate 1% additional power consumption
from the VDD voltage supply caused by
the non-zero “off”-state current, if IDD
is 5 A and if D is the usual value of 0.50,
you can tolerate an “off”-state drain
current of 0.01 (5 A) (1/(1–0.50)) = 0.1
A or 100 mA. That’s easy to meet. Con-
sider the International Rectifier
IRF540 (rated at 100 V, 28 A). It is
specified for 0.25 mA maximum at VGS
= 0 and VDS = 80 V at TJ = 150°C, a
factor of 400 smaller than the 100 mA
you are willing to accept in this ex-
ample.

2. It must provide enough “on” drive
during the latter 75% of the “on” inter-
val to maintain a low-enough Ron. You
can choose what is “low enough” for your
purposes: Refer to Eq 2 and make Ron a
small-enough fraction of Rload to yield a
collector/drain efficiency that you con-
sider satisfactory. Why is it “the latter
75% of the ‘on’ interval”? The current i(t)
during the first 25% of the “on” interval
is small enough that [i(t)]2Ron(t) can be
acceptably small for a fairly high Ron(t)
because the small i(t) during the first
25% of the “on” interval causes an even
smaller [i(t)]2 (the square of a small
number is even smaller).

3. It must provide enough turn-off
drive to turn-off the drain or collector
current from 100% to 0% in a fall-time,
tf, fast enough to make the turn-off
power dissipation an acceptably small
fraction of the output power. That frac-
tion is
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and T = 1/f is the period of the operat-
ing frequency, f. Choose the acceptable
fraction of the output power to be dis-
sipated during the non-zero turn-off
switching time. Then calculate the
required drain- or collector-current-
fall time tf that must result from the
“enough turn-off drive.” Then provide
sufficient turn-off drive to accomplish
your chosen objective, according to the
characteristics of the chosen output
transistor. (That is the subject of an
intended future publication.)

For example, if you are willing to
have the turn-off power dissipation
(Pdiss,turn-off) be 6% of the output power,
and if QL = 3, the allowable value for
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That is, tf can be 10.6% of the period.
4. It must provide enough turn-on

drive to turn-on the output transistor
fast enough to make power dissipation
during the turn-on switching accept-
ably small. That has never been a prob-
lem with any of the drivers I have seen.
Most driver circuits turn the transistor
“on” and “off” with about the same
switching times. If the more-important
turn-off switching time is fast enough,
the accompanying turn-on switching
time will be more than fast enough.

The input-port characteristics of
BJTs, MOSFETs and MESFETs are so
different that a different driver circuit
should be used for each type of transis-
tors.7 I intend to publish a future article
that discusses details of driver circuits
meeting criteria 1 through 4 for
MOSFETs, MESFETs and BJTs. A
brief summary of methods for driving
MOSFETs or MESFETs follows. The
polarity descriptions assume N-chan-
nel or NPN; reverse the polarity de-
scriptions for P-channel or PNP.

The best gate-voltage drive is a trap-
ezoid waveform, with the falling tran-
sition occupying 30% or less of the pe-
riod. (Trade-off: Shorter turn-off
transition times yield less power dissi-

pation in the output transistor during
turn-off switching, but greater power
consumption of the driver stage. For
both MOSFETs and MESFETs, the op-
timum drive minimizes the sum of the
output-stage power dissipation and the
driver-stage power consumption.) The
peak of the drive waveform should be
safely below the MOSFET’s maximum
gate-source voltage rating. For
MESFETs, it should be less than the
gate-source voltage at which the gate-
source diode conducts enough current
to cause either of two undesired effects:
(a) metal migration of the gate
metalization at an undesirably rapid
rate (making the transistor operating
lifetime shorter than desired) or (b)
enough power dissipation to reduce the
overall efficiency more than the effi-
ciency is increased by the lower dissi-
pation in the lower RDS(on) that results
from a higher upper level of the drive
waveform. The lower level of the trap-
ezoid should be low enough to result in
a satisfactorily small current during
the transistor’s “off” state, discussed in
requirement 1 above.

A sine wave is a usable (but not op-
timum) approximation to the trap-
ezoid waveform described above. To
obtain an output-transistor “on” duty
ratio of 50% (usually the best choice,
but a larger or smaller duty ratio can
be used if appropriate component val-
ues are used in the load network), the
zero level of the sine wave should be
positioned slightly above the FET’s
turn-on threshold voltage.

It is a better approximation to re-
move the part of the sine-wave that
goes below the VGS value that ensures
fully “off” operation, replacing it with
a constant voltage at that VGS value.
This reduces the input-drive power by
slightly less than 50%, almost dou-
bling the power gain of the output
stage. A planned subsequent article
will discuss in detail a simple circuit
that generates such a waveform.
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Notes
1Most papers on the Class-E amplifier of

Fig 2 (including this one) define QL as
2πf L2 /R. A few papers, for example, Re-
ference 3, define QL as (1/(2πfC2R).
Kazimierczuk and Puczko (Reference 5, to
their credit) give both values in their tabula-
tions, as QL and as Q1, respectively.

2The choice of QL involves a trade-off
among operating bandwidth (wider with
lower QL ), harmonic content of the output
power (Reference 11, lower with higher
QL ) and power loss in the parasitic resis-
tances of the load-network inductor L2 and
capacitor C2 (lower with lower QL ).

3The nominal switch-voltage waveform has
zero voltage and a zero slope at the time
the switch will be turned on. References 1,
2, 3, 4 and papers by other authors, re-
ferred to that nominal waveform as the
“optimum” waveform, a misnomer. That
waveform is “optimum” for yielding high
efficiency in the case of a switch with neg-
ligibly small series resistance. If the switch
has appreciable resistance, however, the
efficiency can be increased by moving
away slightly from the nominal waveform,
to a waveform whose voltage at the switch
turn-on time is of the order of 20% of the
peak voltage. No analytical optimization
procedure yet exists, but the circuit can be
optimized numerically, by a computer pro-
gram such as HEPA-PLUS, discussed
briefly in this paper (see Reference 7).

4Beware: A few publications define D as the
fraction of the period that the switch is off.

5Updates to Reference 11: (a) Delete the col-
umn in Table 1 for QL = 1 because QL must
be ≥1.7879 to obtain the nominal Class-E
collector/drain-voltage waveform in the cir-
cuit described in References 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
when the switch duty ratio D is 50%. (b) In
Eq 4, change the factor 1.42 to 1.0147, the
factor 2.08 to 1.7879 and the factor 0.66 to
0.773. (c) Recalculate the numerical values
of In /I1 , using Eq 4 with the revised factors.

6The 1997 two-part QST article by Eileen
Lau, KE67VWU, et al, about 300-W and
500-W 40 meter transmitters (Reference
43), discussed tuning in Part 2, but with-
out a description of how to adjust the load-
network components  to obtain the
nominal Class-E voltage waveform, as is
included here under “Tuning Procedure.”

7In the early 1980s, I made a driver circuit that
would drive a BJT or a MOSFET inter-
changeably, with no change needed in the
driver or in the PA input circuit. That driver
was used in a Class-E demonstrator circuit,
so that a person evaluating Class-E tech-
nology could insert either type of transistor
for test purposes and observe that the
changes of PA output power and efficiency
were almost unnoticeably small, with any of
20 transistors of different type numbers and
manufacturers, some BJTs and some
MOSFETs. Some of those people, accus-
tomed to working with conventional Class-
C power amplifiers, were astonished when
they witnessed the results of that test.
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A Keyed Power Supply for
Class-E Amplifiers

1Notes appear on page 26.

Power amplifiers have always
been popular projects for Ama-
teur Radio operators.1, 2, 3, 4 Ac-

cordingly, interest in power supplies
for these amplifiers continues to
grow.5, 6, 7   Switching power supplies
are much lighter and more compact
than conventional linear power sup-
plies, and potentially less expensive.
Switching supplies offer high efficien-
cies and require smaller transformers,
allowing for a compact design. The
disadvantage of these circuits is the
RFI generated by the switched-mode

operation of the supply. However, the
design presented here reduces this
problem with filters and demonstrates
the potential of switching power sup-
plies for Class-E amplifiers.

This supply design operates at
100 kHz and can provide up to 500 W
to an amplifier in CW operation (see
Note 1). At key-down, the power out-
put ramps linearly from zero volts to
full output—between 40 and 120 V—
in 7 ms. The supply operates with an
efficiency of 85%. It does not require
a fan for CW operation, but would
require cooling for FSK. The ripple is
around 1 V at full output power, or
1% of the dc output voltage. The sup-
ply weighs only three pounds and
costs about $100. These characteris-
tics offer an attractive design for the
power requirements of a Class-E
amplifier.

Amplifier Developments
In 1997, Eileen Lau, KE6VWU, and

Kai-Wai Chiu, KF6GHS, introduced

high-power, Class-E amplifiers to the
amateur community that they had de-
veloped in undergraduate projects at
Caltech (see Note 1). These amplifiers
produce up to 500 W on the 40-meter
band and use the popular NorCal40A
QRP kit as the driver. Class-E amplifi-
ers have extremely high efficiencies, in
the range of 90%, so that they can oper-
ate without a cooling fan. In 1998,
Raab and Roberts developed a 700-W,
160-meter amplifier (see Note 2). In
1999, Der Stepanians and Rutledge
built a 200-W, 30-meter amplifier (see
Note 3). These amplifiers take advan-
tage of the power MOSFETs commonly
used in power supplies, making the am-
plifiers quite inexpensive. A complete
set of parts for the Caltech amplifiers is
available for only $50 (see Note 4). For
CW operation, however, the amplifiers
need a keyed 120-V power supply. The
original power supply used by Lau et al
was heavy and expensive because it had
an isolation transformer, a variable
auto transformer and a large choke (see
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Note 5). Recently, switching power sup-
plies have been developed for amat-
eurs to build by Manfred Mohinweg,
XQ2FOD (see Note 6). Our supply is
designed to be simple to construct for
an amateur with little experience in
power-supply design.

Circuit Description
The design of an off-line, isolated,

switched-mode supply involves two
separate circuits: an ac/dc rectifier
and a dc/dc power converter. Control
and feedback circuits are also included
in the design, as shown in Fig 1.

The power supply is intended for op-
eration from a 120-V, 60-Hz wall sup-
ply. A power-entry module (P1) and
common-mode choke (consisting of C1,
C2 and L1) reduce harmonics coupled
to the power line and avoid disrupting
the operation of other circuits and
equipment (see Fig 2). A 6-A fuse pro-
tects the operator and circuit from acci-
dental failures. A bridge rectifier, U1,
converts the 60-Hz ac to an unregulated
dc voltage. For primary dc filtering, two
2200-μF electrolytic capacitors, C3 and
C4, reduce the input-voltage ripple en-
tering the power converter to about 7 V.
The output voltage ripple is further
reduced with feedback.

We must calculate the copper and
ferrite losses of the transformer. Ide-
ally, a well-designed transformer will
have equal copper and ferrite losses to
give an optimized total loss. In this
case, the ferrite losses were 0.76 W and
the copper losses were 1.03 W, for
1.79 W of dissipation. The transfor-
mer’s efficiency is partly a result of the
circuit topology, which maintains a
zero-dc balance across the transformer;
the transformer does not need to be
gapped. The design procedures and
equations are given at the end of this
paper.

Since the switching action of the
MOSFETs cuts off the current through
the transformer abruptly, leakage in-

ductance in the transformer generates
voltage spikes during the time intervals
when both transistors are off. These
spikes can couple into the control cir-
cuitry and may destroy the MOSFETs.
To reduce this spiking, a lossy snubber
network (R1 and C7) is placed in paral-
lel with the transformer.

A full-wave diode pair, U2, rectifies
the transformer voltage. Again, resis-
tive snubber networks are added
across the anode and cathode to pre-
vent the inductive voltage spikes from
destroying these devices. L2 (250-μH)
and C12 (10 μF) form a second-order
filter to remove switching harmonics,
while providing a reasonable keying
response. The dc resistance of the
Caltech Class-E amplifiers is between
25 and 50 Ω when keyed. R6 and C13
dampen the transient response of the
converter and ensure stability over
the range of output voltages.

The controller circuit chosen for this
project in the Motorola MC34025, a
dual, totem-pole output, pulse-width-
modulation chip. The chip, U4, incorpo-
rates an error-amplifier and soft-start
mechanism requiring as little external
circuitry as possible, and it costs under
$4. Switching frequency is determined
by R13 and C20. Pulse transformers T2
and T3 isolate the control circuit from
the primary side of the converter. Feed-
back is used to allow the output to fol-
low the keying signal while reducing
the output voltage ripple at 120 Hz. The
feedback compensation consists of a
voltage divider (R6, R7, C12 and C13)
and an op amp (U3) with gain deter-
mined by R9, R10 and C18. The inter-
nal op amp of the controller chip is
configured as a differential comparator
with R11, R12, R13 and R14.

The dc/dc half-bridge converter con-
sists of two power capacitors (C5 and
C6) and two MOSFETS (Q1 and Q2)
placed in a bridge configuration with a
power transformer connected between
the capacitors and the MOSFETs. The

Fig 1—Block diagram for the keyed switching power supply.

Fig 2—Schematic of the 500-W power
supply. Unless otherwise specified, use
±10%, 1/4-W resistors and 12-V rated
capacitors.
Part, Type, (Supplier, Supplier Part No.)
C1, C2—0.1 μF, 250 V ac polypropylene,
  Panasonic ECW-F2104JB (Digikey,
  PF2104-ND)
C3, C4—2200 μF electrolytic, United
  Chemicon/Marcon 82DA222M200MF2D
  (Newark, 95F4403)
C5, C6—10 μF film, Cornell-Dubilier
  DME2W10K (Newark, 16F7995)
C7—0.3 μF, 1 kV ceramic
C8, C9—10 nF
C10, C11—3.3 nF ceramic
C12—10 μF electrolytic, 150 V Sprague
  TVA1406 (Newark, 18F222)
C13—100 μF electrolytic, 150 V Mallory
C14—5 μF electrolytic, 150 V Sprague
  TVA1403 (Newark, 18F977)
C15—10 μF, 16 V
C16, C17—10 nF, 150 V ceramic
C18, C19—0.1 μF
C20—10 nF
C21—1 μF
C22—10 μF
C23—5 μF
C24—22 μF, 16 V electrolytic
C25-C29—1.0 μF tantalum
C30, C31—10 μF, 25 V
C32—1000 μF, 25 V electrolytic
  D1—Bridge rectifier. (I used a surplus
  unit: International Rectifier 36MB40A will
  work. Newark, 48F1230)
D2—Full-wave rectifier Motorola
  MURH840CT (Newark, 08F1999)
L1—2.2 mH choke, Magnetek CMT908-V1
  (Digikey, 10543-ND)
L2—Magnetics, Inc. #2616 core with
  bobbin, gap of 0.01 inches. Use F
  material. (Pacific Loadstone)
P1—6-A power-entry module, Schaffner
  FN 9222-6/06 (Newark, 97F8255)
Q1, Q2—IRFP240 MOSFETs  (Newark,
  06F9783)
R1—5-W, 20 Ω Ohmite 95J20R (Newark,
02F1581)
R2, R3—110 Ω, 0.5 W
R4, R5—150 Ω, 1 W
R6—2 Ω, 2 W
R7—10 kΩ, 2 W
R8—20 Ω, 0.25 W
R9—1 kΩ
R10—500 Ω
R11, R13—100 kΩ
R12, R14—40 kΩ
R15—6.8 kΩ (—)
R16—1 kΩ potentiometer
R17—2.4 kΩ
R18—about 1.8 kΩ (Use a 2 kΩ
  potentiometer at first.)
R19, R20—8 Ω, 0.5 W
T1—Magnetics, Inc ETD44 ungapped core
  with horizontal bobbin and mounting
  springs. Use P material. (Pacific
  Loadstone)
T2, T3—Magnetics, Inc. #2213 pot core
  with bobbin. Use F material. (Pacific
  Loadstone)
T4—Stancor PPC-2, 15 V, 0.1 A  (Newark,
  01F063)
U3—Analog Devices OP162 (Newark,
  91F2952)
U4—Motorola MC34025P (Newark,
  07F4933)
U4, U5—LM340T-15 (Newark, 66F1325)
U6—Bridge rectifier, low current. (I used
  International Rectifier KBPC802 but
  KBPC1005 would work. Newark, 06F8810)
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MOSFETs chosen for his project are
IRFP240s. This MOSFET has a maxi-
mum Vd of 200 V, and it handles a
drain-to-source current of 20 A. The
high-speed MOSFETs generate inter-
fering harmonics, but proper EMI fil-
tering in the output stage of the supply
reduces these.

The advantage of the half-bridge con-
verter is that current flow from the hot
line to the neutral line is through a
power capacitor, preventing saturation
of the transformer core. The high cur-
rent, however, stresses the capacitors
in the bridge network. Film capacitors
are chosen because of their low equiva-
lent series resistance. A dc resistance
is sometimes placed in parallel with C5
and C6 to ensure dc balance at the
transformer. In this design, we have
relied on our PWM controller to provide
the balance and removed the resistors
to improve the efficiency of the con-
verter. These resistors can be easily
added with attention paid to power loss.

Fig 5—Pulse-width-modulator (PWM) circuit construction and testing. The horizontal axis of the waveform is 5 ms per division. The
vertical axis is 5 V per division.

Fig 3—The ETD44
can isolate 500 W at a
switching frequency
of 100 kHz. The round
central arm of the
core improvres
efficiency. Each piece
of the core measures
4.4×1.5×2.25 cm.

Fig 4—A keying waveform with a 7-MHz
class-E amplifier at 500 W output. The
horizontal axis is 10 ms per division. The
rise and fall times are about 10 ms but can
be changed with C22 and C24.

(A) (B)

The transformer design follows
the convention outlined in Robert
Erickson’s Power Electronics.8 An ETD-
style core is employed because the
round cross-section of the central arm
allows the bobbin and wire coils to fit
closely against the magnetic material
(see Fig 3). This reduces leakage induc-
tance and copper loss. The turns ratio
is chosen to provide the correct maxi-
mum output voltage when the con-
verter operates at maximum duty cycle.
To develop 120 V at the output, a turns
ratio of 2.5:1 is required. The design of
the transformer requires a center-
tapped secondary winding (Fig 2). The
switching frequency, input voltage, and
material loss characteristics determine
the core geometry of the transformer.
This allows us to choose a core, in this
case the ETD-44, which will handle the
power requirements. From the physical
specifications of the core size, we may
calculate the peak flux density in the
magnetic material. For the ETD-44, the

flux density is calculated to be about
0.12 teslas (T). From this flux density,
we can derive the proper wire size and
number of turns. The primary needs 15
turns of #14 AWG magnet wire and the
secondary needs 37 turns of #18 AWG.
Litz wire was not used in this design to
simplify construction. With the copper
requirements reached, it was not
deemed necessary.

Performance
The power supply was tested with the

7-MHz, 500-W amplifier design devel-
oped by Lau et al (Note 7). To analyze
the impact of the supply on the ampli-
fier, the RF output was measured at the
carrier frequency, 7 MHz. The voltage
rises to the output level in about 7 ms
for 10 nF at C22 and 22 μF at C24. C22
controls the turn-on time of the chip
while C24 creates a delay for the keying
signal. The supply oscillator is not au-
dible when the supply and amplifier are
not transmitting.
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Construction and Tune-Up
The power circuit is constructed

piece-wise, allowing the builder to test
blocks of the circuit as they are con-
structed. Construction of this project
requires a multimeter, oscilloscope, fre-
quency counter, 17-V dc supply and a
Variac. The PWM circuit is an appro-
priate place to start. Place the PWM
chip, U4, on a solder-tail header. R18
and C23 determine the switching fre-
quency. Use a 2-kΩ potentiometer for
R18 to allow adjustment of the switch-
ing frequency. C22 determines the soft-
start speed of the chip’s turn-on; 10 nF
gives a rise time of about 7 ms. Install
feedback components R11 through R14
and C20. R15, R16 and R17 control the
PWM output. At this point, place a
jumper wire across C24 to ground pin 9
of U4. Install bypass capacitors C27,
C28 and C29. Install the gate drive com-
ponents, C25, C26, R19 and R20.

Install voltage regulators U4 and
U5 with C30 and C31 at the output of
the regulators to improve transient re-
sponse. Fig 4 shows what the PC board
looks like at this point. Currently,
the 17-V source will power the control
circuitry. The operation of the PWM
circuit can be verified by inspecting
the output pulses with an oscilloscope
at R19 and R20. The waveforms at
each pin should look similar, with
amplitude of about 12 V and a fre-
quency of 100 kHz. Varying the con-
trol potentiometer should change the
pulse width from 10% to 50% of
the switching period.

Build the half-bridge circuitry next.
Carefully bolt (#6-32 hardware)
MOSFETs Q1 and Q2 be to a heat sink

Fig 7—Low-power tests of the converter.
At left, the setup for the test. Above, the
waveforms of the inductor input voltage
and the output voltage ripple. The
horizontal axis is 2 μs per division. The
vertical axis is 10 V per division for the
upper trace and 0.2 V per division for the
lower trace.

Fig 6—Construction of the center-tapped
secondary coil. Two #18 AWG coils are
connected in series.

with a Kapton pad, to prevent electri-
cal connection between the FETs and
the heat sink. The heat sink is 3×41/8

inches, with 1-inch fins (HS50-3.0 from
RF Parts, with a thermal resistance of
2°C/W and no fan). The placement
height of the MOSFETs depends on
your chassis, and the PC board deter-
mines the distance between the
MOSFETs. The Kapton pad, manufac-
tured by Bergquist9, has a thermal re-

sistance of 0.2°C/W and a 6-kV break-
down rating. Poor thermal connection
will lead to early device failure. The
MOSFETs will be soldered to the board
once the board is fitted to the chassis.
Install snubber circuits R2, R3, C8 and
C9, as well as the isolation transform-
ers T2 and T3. Construct the isolation
transformers on two 2213 pot-core bob-
bins. The primary and secondary sides
should be wrapped with 30 turns of #24
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AWG magnet wire. Use two four-foot
lengths of the wire, and wrap the
primary and secondary coils simulta-
neously. Trim the wires when the
wrapping is complete, then remove the
enamel at the ends of the wire.

Solder the transformers in place
ensuring that the polarities of the pri-
mary and secondary coils agree. Bolt
the transformers to the board with
nylon screws and nuts. The complete
gate-drive circuit can now be checked.
After the PWM drives are connected to
the pulse transformers with #22 AWG
coated wire, the waveform across the
gate and source pins of the MOSFET
should look similar to the waveform
observed when the drive circuit was
not connected. Check that the pulse
heights are greater than 10 V and that
the pulse width is never greater than
50% of the switching period by vary-
ing the control potentiometer setting.
Further, the circuit should draw about
100 mA at maximum pulse width.

Install C1, C2, L1 and U1 and en-
sure that U1 is connected according to
the polarity of the bridge rectifier.
Install C3, C4, C5 and C6 to complete
the half-bridge circuit.

Construction of the main isolation
transformer (T1) is the most time-con-
suming element. The primary coil
should be a single layer, close-wound,
with 15 turns of #14 AWG magnet wire
on the ETD-44 bobbin. Magnet wire
was chosen over Litz wire to simplify
the design. Secure the winding by
wrapping electrical tape over the pri-
mary turns. Notice that the half bridge
requires two secondary coils with a
2.5:1 turns ratio. The secondary coils
should be wound with 37 turns of #18
AWG magnet wire. With two five-foot
pieces of the wire, wrap both coils at
the same time. Snip the excess wire
and remove the protective coating on
the magnet wire. The secondary side
of the transformer should have two
separate windings at this point. Since
the circuit requires these two coils to
be formed into a center-tapped con-
figuration, use a multimeter to iden-
tify the separate coils. Connect the
coils in series as shown in Fig 6. Again,
wrap the visible wire with electrical
tape. Note the orientation of the trans-
former on the PC board and ensure
that the coil wires will extend to the
proper connections on the PC board.
This connection forms the ground of
the secondary circuit. Insert the mag-
netic pieces into the bobbin and attach
them with the metal springs.

Attach the secondary components.
Install the diode pair (U2) and the

snubber circuit consisting of R4, R5,
C10 and C11. U2 will need a small clip-
on heat sink. Output inductor L2 is
wound on a 2616 pot core. The induc-
tor core is gapped to prevent the dc
current from saturating the core. The
core is wound with 27 turns of #18
AWG wire. Bolt the inductor to the PC
board with a nylon screw and nut. In-
stall output-filter capacitor C12 along
with R6 and C13. Finally, install the
feedback-compensation components,
R7, R8, C14 and C15, as well as the RF
filter, C16, C17 and L3.

At this point, the circuit needs to be
set into a chassis. The power-entry
module is bolted to the chassis as well
as a fuse holder and a Cinch-Jones
female connector for connection to the
amplifier. The board is bolted to the
chassis in all corners. The heat sink is
mounted so that the MOSFETs fit into
their footprints on the PC board. Once
the chassis and heat sink are secure
on the chassis, solder the MOSFETs to
the board. Connect the power-entry
module and the Cinch-Jones connec-
tor to the board with #14 AWG wire.

The circuit is now ready for an open-
loop test. Since the power supply is not
a resonant device, there is not a lot of
“tuning” to be done. Testing the device
is critical, however. A small mistake
may result in a destroyed board if the
unit is plugged directly into the ac line.
Use a Variac to slowly increase the in-
put amplitude of the 60-Hz power. Con-
nect a 25-50 Ω resistor to the output. Be
sure of the power rating of your load and
test the supply only to the load’s power
rating. If you do not have a suitable
load, order a 25-Ω, 5-W resistor. This
allows you to test to about 10 V.

Connect the 17-V supply to the con-
trol circuit and increase the Variac set-
ting to 5 V (RMS). Use an oscilloscope
to observe the waveforms at the input
and output of L2. You should see a se-
ries of rectangular pulses with over-
shoot on the pulses. At the output of the
inductor, the pulses should disappear
and the dc output should be clear. The
switching ripple is apparent if the volt-
age scale is reduced. Varying the duty
cycle changes the output voltage.

Once this test has been satisfied, in-
stall the remaining components. T4 is a
60-Hz transformer that can deliver 15-
20 V at 100 mA to the control circuit.
Install U7 and C32 to rectify and filter
the 60-Hz ac. Next, incorporate the
feedback into the design. Install U3,
R9, R10, C18 and C19. The circuit now
operates as a closed-loop system. Set
the Variac to about 100 V (RMS).

Avoid running the converter for long

periods in continuous operation. Moni-
tor the 120-Hz voltage ripple and en-
sure that it is about 1 V, maximum, over
the range of operation. If all the previ-
ous checks have been confirmed, re-
move the jumper across C24 and install
the stretcher circuit presented by Lau
et al (Note 5). The stretch time required
for proper operation is about 4 ms. At-
tach two #22-AWG wires to a jack for
your key. You can connect the power
supply directly to the 120-V, 60-Hz line
with the amplifier as the load. Ensure
that the positive and negative connec-
tions of the supply and amplifier are
correct. The control pot allows output
voltages between 40 and 110 V at 25 Ω.
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Appendix: Transformer Design Details

Design Variables Equations Values
Copper resistivity, ρ 1.724×10–6 Ω-cm
Turns ratio, n 2.5
Duty cycle, D 0.9 (max)
Primary V–s, λ
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Where fs = switching frequency
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Pdiss estimate 1.8 W

P-material Specifications
Window-fill factor, Ku 0.4
Core-loss exponent, β 2.7
Core-loss coefficient, Kfe 11.98 W/(cm3Tβ)

Core Size Requirements

Core geometry size, Kgfe
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ETD 44 Specifications
Core cross-sectional area, Ac 1.74 cm2

Core window area, Wa 2.13 cm2

Mean length per turn, MLT 7.62 cm
Magnetic path length, lm 10.3 cm

Design Equations

Peak flux density, Bmax

ρ λ
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(P material saturates at 0.2 T and Bmax is well below this point.)

Primary turns, n1
λ 10

2
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B Amax c

15.7 turns

Secondary turns, n2 n n1( )( ) 38 turns

α1
I1

Itot
0.58

α2
n I2

I

( )( )
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0.42

Primary wire size, Aw1
α1 K W

n1

( )( )( )u a 0.0314 cm2

Secondary wire size, Aw2
α 2 K W

n2

( )( )( )u a 0.0101 cm2

Unfortunately, Aw1 is rather large and AWG #14 with 0.0202 cm2 is chosen (while accepting greater losses). Aw2 is corre-
spondingly scaled to AWG #18 with 0.0082 cm2.

Power Dissipation Check

Pfe K B A lfe max c m( )( ) ( )( )β 0.76 W

Pcu

ρ( )( ) •( )MLT n1 I

K W

2

u a
1.03 W
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Explore how LF radio signals reach your
station—through chemistry and sunlight.

By Robert R. Brown, NM7M

1105 27th St #AW110
Anacortes, WA 98221
bobnm7m@cnw.com

More on Atmospheric O zone
and Low-Frequency

Propagation

1Notes appear on page 36.

Ozone is a trace constituent in
the lower atmosphere, but it is
formed after the photo-disso-

ciation of oxygen molecules above 25
km and then carried downward by at-
mospheric mixing processes. Beyond
that, ozone is transparent to visible
light, but it shows very strong absorp-
tion in the ultraviolet (UV) part of the
spectrum and is responsible for keeping
harmful solar radiation from reaching
the earth’s surface. That absorption
contributes to the heating of the
“statosphere” and the rise in tempera-
ture with height in the upper strato-
sphere. Also, ozone is of meteorological
importance as it is may serve as a tracer

to show atmospheric circulation.
A recent article1 pointed out that

atmospheric ozone also represents a
meteorological factor that affects low-
frequency and 160-meter propagation.
In that study, 55.5-kHz signals were
monitored daily, and the interference
of the sky wave and ground wave on a
one-hop path was used to show the
lowering of the LF reflection region at
sunrise. That transition starts from a
night-time position at about 90 km,
determined by the formation of nega-
tive ions in the lower D-region and
goes to the day-time level below 75 km
with full solar illumination.

The LF study found the transition to
be delayed by about 15-20 minutes from
what one would expect if visible radia-

tion were considered responsible for
detaching electrons from the negative
ions at the start of the sunrise descent.
That means the shadow cast by the
solid earth is not responsible for the
delay in the build-up of ionization in the
lower D-region. Instead, the delay can
be understood in terms of the opacity of
the ozone layer to UV radiation and the
release of electrons from negative ions
that results when UV finally reaches
the region with the lowering of the
ozone shadow at sunrise.

This article summarizes other fea-
tures that were brought out when a
year-long LF study, March 1998 to
March 1999, was completed. In addi-
tion, further discussion is given regard-
ing other aspects of 160-meter propaga-
tion resulting from negative ions in the
lower D region.
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Experimental Details
The present study used 55.5-kHz

signals on a N-S path from the Navy
Station NPG at Dixon, California
(38.4° N, 121.9° W) to Guemes Island,
Washington (48.5° N, 122.6° W). The
signals consisted of a one-hop sky
wave and a ground wave. Recordings
showed the result of interference be-
tween the two waves. As such, the re-
cordings depended on the amplitudes
of the sky waves and ground waves as
well as their initial phase difference,
while the time variations in signal
strength resulted from the phase
change between the two waves as the
reflection region of the LF sky wave
descended from about 90 km to 75 km
with sunrise on the region.

The nighttime LF reflection region
is characterized by a large decrease in
electron density, some three orders of
magnitude2 descending from 90 km to
60 km. Of particular importance to the
present discussion is the ledge be-
tween 90 km and 80 km. There the
decrease in electron density is about
an order of magnitude in a few kilome-
ters, a distance less than one full
wavelength (5.5 km) at 55.5 kHz. The
decrease in electron density is attrib-
uted to the formation of negative ions
at the lower altitudes and electrons
are freed again by photo-detachment
when the sun rises on the region.

Being on a small island, the receiv-
ing site was relatively free from man-
made noise. There were a few instances
when the recordings were not satisfac-
tory, due to atmospheric noise as well
as line noise and occasional power fail-
ures from wind storms. The records
(data points every 15 seconds for about
15 minutes) typically consist of a sun-
rise signature, which is a decrease in
signal strength, followed by a near-
complete recovery (shown in Fig 1).

The data in Fig 1 are from June 15,
1998 and illustrate the features noted
above. The decrease in signal strength
extended over about 15 minutes, from
1150 UTC to 1205 UTC instead of from
1125 UTC, when the start of sunrise
at the 90 km level would be expected
from the shadow of the solid earth. In
that time, the solar depression angle
at the midpoint of the path (43.45° N,
122.2° W) went from about –6° to –4°
and the signal variation amounted to
–2.0 dB. In the year of data recording,
however, there were both faster and
slower sunrise signatures, as shown in
Figs 2 and 3. Those are due, in part, to
seasonal differences in the rate of
change of the solar altitude seen at

Fig 1—Sunrise signature of NPG on June 15, 1998.

Fig 2—An example of a fast sunrise signature on October 2, 1998.

Fig 3—An example of a slow sunrise signature on May 7, 1998.

D-region heights. Over a year’s time
the signal-strength variations at sun-
rise ranged from –0.4 dB to –3.7 dB,
with an average of –1.3 dB.

Interpretation
As noted above, the timing of the sun-

rise signatures can be understood from
the ozonosphere controlling the time
when the LF reflection region is low-
ered with sunrise. Turning to details of
the interpretation, the vertical distri-
butions of ozone discussed in the litera-
ture are quite varied, ranging from
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those having a well-defined peak to oth-
ers, on occasion, with a broad, flat maxi-
mum. For the present discussion, the
form of a Gaussian function was used
as a reasonable representation of the
ozone distribution (see Note 2). It as-
sumes a maximum density at a 25-km
altitude and a standard or mean-square
deviation of 10 km from the location of
the peak value. Thus, from the known
properties of the Gaussian function,
68% of the ozone content would lie
within ±10 km (1.0 standard deviation)
of the peak of the ozone distribution. By
the same token 95% lies within ±20 km
(2 standard deviations) of the peak of
ozone concentration.

The total ozone content in a vertical
column of 1 cm2 cross-section can be
expressed in terms of the thickness that
the layer would occupy if the pressure
and density were reduced to standard
values (NTP) throughout the layer. The
meteorological unit is termed a Dobson,
0.001 atm-cm, and 300 DU (Dobson
Units) corresponds to an ozone layer
of 3-mm thickness. In that regard, the
annual variation of the ozone content at
midlatitudes3 ranges from about 365
DU in the spring to 285 DU in the fall,
with an average of about 325 DU. In
addition, it should be noted that the
deviations of daily values of ozone con-
tent from the monthly means have been
observed4 to be both large and striking.

For the matter at hand, the ozone
content in the average vertical atmo-
sphere is sufficient to block solar UV
below 300 nm wavelength from reach-
ing ground level. That being the case,
an ozone column along an oblique line
of sight, from the sun to the LF reflec-
tion region, was considered to be
opaque to solar UV if an integration of
its density along the line of sight gave
a content equal to that for a vertical
atmosphere (325 DU). That method
was used to examine the role of atmo-
spheric ozone by using the Earth and
a spherical ozone layer, along with a
straight-line solar-ray path penetrat-
ing the ozone layer, as in Fig 4. While
not to scale, the figure illustrates how
ray paths pass through different den-
sities and regions in the distribution,
depending on the distance of approach
of the ray to the earth.

The same physical situation may be
represented in plane geometry by
transforming the straight ray paths to
curved paths relative to a plane ozone
layer and in 111-km steps along the
earth’s surface. One example is given in
Fig 5; that figure is for ray paths to the
90-km level, the altitude where sunrise
starts at the midpoint of the path for

NPG signals. It shows changes in the
ray paths for solar angles going from
–10° to –4°relative to the horizon, cor-
responding to the advance of time to-
ward ground sunrise (0°).

The only detail of the ozone layer
given in that figure is a horizontal line
at the height of the peak, taken as 25
km altitude and extending over a con-
siderable horizontal distance. The

Fig 6—A more detailed, schematic representation of the ozone distribution. The diagonal
pattern shows where the bulk (68%) of the ozone layer is located, and the two other
regions each include about 14% of the layer.

Fig 4—Illustration (not to scale) showing solar UV blocked from the D-region by the
ozone layer.

Fig 5—Solar-ray paths at 7° solar depression when transformed to plane geometry. The
height for peak ozone density is given by the horizontal line.
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figure also shows how the ray paths
cross the level of peak concentration
along the horizontal extent of the dis-
tribution. The sunrise effects are bet-
ter understood if a more detailed,
schematic representation of the ozone
distribution is used, as shown in Fig 6.
There, the diagonal pattern shows
where the bulk (68%) of the ozone
layer is located, at altitudes between
15 and 35 km. The two other regions
with a vertical pattern are more-dilute
portions of the layer, and each in-
cludes about 14% of the layer.

Like Fig 5, Fig 6 shows the ray paths
for solar depression angles going from
–10° to –4° toward sunrise (0°). The
short ray path for –10° is given without
markers in the figure and is blocked by
the earth at about 777 km from the left
of the figure. The other ray paths are
later in real-time, with paths for –9° to
–8° passing through the denser por-
tions of the ozone layer while the path
at –7° goes through the more-dilute
portions of the ozone layer. Similar fig-
ures for 80 km, 70 km and 60 km show
the same features, except that the
paths that pass through the more-di-
lute portions of the layer are later in
time (corresponding to angles of –6° and
–5°, respectively) and the distances of
closest approach to the Earth are
shifted to the left of the figure by 111
and 222 km, respectively.

At this point, it is important to no-
tice that in addition to the daily sun-
rise signatures, roughly 10% of the
days showed other significant signal
changes about 15-20 minutes before
the peak of the daily sunrise signa-
tures. Those signal variations were
faster than typical sunrise signatures,
taking about two minutes to reach
peak values and decaying in a compa-
rable period. The size of the variations
ranged from being just detectable to –
2.2 dB and, on occasions, they were
sometimes noted on successive days.
In addition, their distribution in solar-
depression angle ranged from –7° to
–8°, with an average of –7.5°, as shown
in Fig 7. A typical example of a precur-
sor is shown in Fig 8, and a precursor
in association with its own sunrise
signature is shown in Fig 9.

In regard to their magnitudes, they
were comparable to longer events at-
tributed to the lowering of the LF reflec-
tion region by photo-detachment and
are presumed to be of the same origin.

Ozone Distribution
Earlier, Reid5 questioned whether

the ozone layer played a role in sun-
rise/sunset variations of ionospheric

Fig 9—Sunrise signature of NPG on September 7, 1998 showing a precursor and main
signature.

Fig 7—Distribution of the solar-depression angles for precursor events.

Fig 8—A typical example of a precursor event.

absorption during Polar Cap Absorp-
tion (PCA) events. There, extensive
calculations were carried out and ulti-
mately showed that photo-detach-

ment of electrons from the negative
ion of molecular oxygen, in conjunc-
tion with the shadow of the Earth,
could not  account for the variations
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in absorption. After that detailed, ex-
haustive analysis, it was left that
another ion (with a larger electron af-
finity and requiring UV light for
photo-detachment) was probably in-
volved and was an ion with which the
ozone layer would play a major role in
the day/night variations.

The present LF observations also
show that the shadow of the Earth is
not involved in the sunrise variation
of conditions in the lower D region.
That is quite evident from the fact that
the sunrise signature of NPG signals
is about 15-20 minutes later than
would be expected from solar radia-
tion being blocked by the solid Earth.
Instead, it is possible to account for the
delay just by using the known proper-
ties and extent of the ozone layer. That
shows again, as Reid (Note 5) demon-
strated, that the negative ion of mo-
lecular oxygen is not the controlling
negative ion in the lower D region as
atmospheric ozone is transparent to
visible radiation.

At this point, consideration should
return briefly to the precursors noted
earlier, as in Fig 7. Some 39 of those
events were observed during the year-
long recording of LF sunrise signa-
tures. The very limited spread of solar-
depression-angle values is rather re-
markable when one considers that it
was obtained while observing the ef-
fects of radiation controlled by the prop-
erties of a fluid medium, not the hard,
sharp boundary of the solid Earth. The
question then becomes just how that
sort of result is obtained and the answer
proves to be both simple and complex.

Sunrise on the region of interest
begins around 90 km and illumination
proceeds down toward the lower D
region. As shown by the ray paths in
Fig 6, sunrise at the 90-km level is
blocked until the ray paths for solar
UV reach the outer fringes of the ozone
layer—at an angle of about 7° below
the horizon—for the ozone distribu-
tion used there. That goes a long way
to explain the range of solar depres-
sion angles of precursors in Fig 7.

Once started, though, precursor sig-
nal variations do not continue on the
path to become early examples of LF
sunrise signatures, like those in Figs
1, 2 and 3. Instead, they end after
about the same time interval as it
takes them to appear. Since the ray
paths in Fig 6 move upward with the
advance of time, there was a brief time
interval during which photo-detach-
ment took place. Then UV radiation
could get through the dilute, upper
parts of the ozone layer, but after that,

ozone again blocked UV from reaching
the reflection region.

The time when UV first got through
the top of the ozone layer could have
involved lower-than-normal ozone con-
centrations there, either a fluctuation
of spatial or temporal origin. Of course,
with the data in hand, it is not possible
to decide which of the two was involved.
The ray paths in Fig 6 show that a pre-
cursor requires a lower-than-normal
ozone density in a bubble or tunnel over
several hundred kilometers at the top
of the ozone layer. The small number of
precursor events in a year’s time indi-
cates the probability of that circum-
stance occurring. Nonetheless, the
limited range of the solar angles during
precursor events suggests that the ex-
tent of the vertical distribution of ozone
used here is fairly common.

Beyond the question of vertical ex-
tent, a static ozone distribution over the
horizontal distances in Fig 6 is quite
unrealistic. Spatial and temporal vari-
ability of the layer, noted earlier, over
that vast expanse could well be the rea-
son why the LF precursors end after
their brief appearance. In any event,
vertical motions of ozone at the top of
the layer seem more reasonable than
horizontal motions as that transport is
part of the circulation pattern that dis-
tributes ozone in the atmosphere.

Negative Ions
The discussion up to this point has

dealt with the effects of ozone (a minor
constituent of the atmosphere at low
altitudes) and how it casts a shadow
on the lower D region at sunrise. The
delay in lowering the LF reflection
region cited earlier indicates that vis-
ible radiation, blocked by the shadow
of the Earth, is not responsible for the
detachment of electrons from the
negative ion population. In terms of
ion species, that means that the nega-
tive ion of molecular oxygen, a con-
stituent in the D and E regions, is not
involved to any extent. Its electron
affinity is too small (only 0.45 eV), and
electrons would be detached with the
arrival of quanta in the infrared and
visible portions of the spectrum.

While there is a large body of knowl-
edge about positive ion reactions in
the D region, the same is not true of
negative ions. Earlier, the negative-
ion reactions of oxygen species in the
atmosphere were the starting point of
discussions of absorption in PCA
events.6, 7 Thus, it was thought that
negative ions were formed in the D
region by the attachment of electrons
to different forms of oxygen:

O + e → O– + hν (Eq 1)
O2 + M + e → O2

– + M (Eq 2)
O3 + e → O– + O2 (Eq 3)

The second reaction is a three-body
process and M is a neutral constituent,
either N2 or O2, with different rate
coefficients for each possible collision
partner (see Note 2).

While photo-detachment dominates
during daylight, there are different
types of collisional detachment that
operate day or night:
O– + O → O2 + e (Eq 4)
O2

– + O → O3 + e (Eq 5)
O2

– + N2 → O2 + N2 + e (Eq 6)
O2

– + O2 → O2 + O2 + e (Eq 7)
But Reid (Note 5) was unable to show

the importance of negative ions of mo-
lecular oxygen in the sunrise and sun-
set variations of PCA events. With that,
the discussion becomes more specula-
tive, moving toward other reactions
between those negative ions and the
various minor atmospheric constitu-
ents such as O3, CO2, NO and H.

While ozone is formed above a 25-km
altitude by chemical reactions that
follow the photo-dissociation of mo-
lecular oxygen, it is then carried down-
ward by atmospheric mixing. It then
becomes part of the mixture of gases
that result from human activity at
lower altitudes. That same mixing
carries upward carbon monoxide (CO)
emissions from automobiles, nitrogen
compounds from the extensive use of
chemical fertilizers and water vapor
from evaporation of the oceans. In the
presence of solar radiation, those
chemicals could be the basis from
which more complex negative ions
develop and populate the D region.
Any greater electron affinity, up to
4.5 eV, would go to help understand
the UV and ozone effects noted in the
LF monitoring at sunrise.

Sunset
In spite of that statement, there re-

main problems with the negative ions
in the D region and, more importantly,
how they affect propagation at low fre-
quencies and the 160-meter band. In
specific terms, the present study was
extended from the sunrise hours to
those around sunset, looking for simi-
lar effects on LF propagation from the
ozone layer. Thus, at first glance, it was
thought that since the ozone layer de-
layed the onset of absorption at sunrise,
perhaps it would do just the opposite:
speed up the decrease of absorption
with sunset. With LF observation inter-
vals at sunset similar to those at sun-
rise, though, sunset signatures were
just not found in number and amplitude
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comparable to those at sunrise. That
calls for some explanation, and it must
be given in terms of photo-detachment
of negative ions in the D region.

About the only conclusion that can
be reached at this time is that there is
a continuous variation in the types of
negative ions in the lower D region
after the sun sets. Thus, the negative
ions present at sunrise are the result
of long hours of darkness, while the
negative ions that form after sunset
follow hours of sunlight on the region.

Therefore, the negative ions at sun-
rise have enjoyed many hours of dark-
ness in which to develop. Negative
ions at sunset are not quite as fortu-
nate; they have to start from scratch
as the sun goes down. Nevertheless,
they do develop, mainly as atomic oxy-
gen converts to ozone after sunset. So
there is a period of growth and change
after sunset, starting negative ions on
reaction chains that ultimately lead to
the sunrise ionosphere.

The operative word in that last sen-
tence is “change.” Nowadays, the nega-
tive ions that develop after sunset are
thought to result from ion chemistry
involving the minor constituents noted
earlier—ozone, carbon dioxide, nitric
oxide and hydrogen from water vapor.
Those molecules can combine with the
simple negative ions of oxygen after
sunset and develop into bicarbonate
ions (HCO3–) and nitrate ions (NO3–),
which hold their electrons closely. Fig
10 illustrates a detailed view8 of nega-
tive ion reactions that remove electrons
from the D region with the aid of those
minor constituents in the atmosphere.

The left-hand side of the figure can
be considered as the start (at sunset),
with electrons attaching to molecular
oxygen and ion reactions then proceed-
ing toward the right-hand side, ulti-
mately giving the stable ions in the
dawn ionosphere. The progress through
that complicated chain of reactions de-
pends on the local availability of those
minor constituents, from the exhaust of
autos, use of nitrogen fertilizer and
water vapor from the oceans and lakes.

Close examination of Fig 10 shows
the various steps in which O3, CO2, NO
and H are involved. However, their ac-
tual availability is dependent on the
vertical and horizontal transport pro-
cesses in the atmosphere. Thus, ion
progress (from left to right in Fig 10)
may be subject to bottlenecks when a
minor constituent is missing, say a low
density of ozone or nitric oxide, here or
there, now and then.

All that means that the lower iono-
sphere, where 160-meter propagation
takes place, is not a uniform region.
Indeed, going from the sunset termi-
nator to the sunrise terminator, the
slow development of the negative ions
which hold electrons closely will have
ramifications for low-frequency and
160-meter propagation.

For that set of circumstances, nega-
tive ions species changing from one
with a low electron affinity at sunset to
another with a large electron affinity at
sunrise, collisional detachment of elec-
trons at sunset would yield a significant
electron population in the D region.
Thus, any strong gradient in electron
density associated with the presence of

negative ions would be absent initially.
Only as atomic oxygen decays with the
halt of photo-dissociation of O2 would
large numbers of negative ions begin to
form, albeit slowly, and then change the
height of the reflection region by elec-
tron attachment.

Any changes in LF or VLF propaga-
tion that result from the rise of the
reflection region would be slow at sun-
set, in contrast to the rapid changes at
sunrise from the photo-detachment

Fig 11—Diurnal phase changes of NBA VLF
signals from Panama, as observed in
Boulder, Colorado (after Davies, Note 9).

Fig 10—Schematic diagram of negative-ion reactions (after Reid, Note 8).
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that requires UV. In that regard, a
good illustration is seen in Fig 11,
after a figure in Davies’ book9 (1989),
where the diurnal phase changes of
NBA VLF signals from Panama were
observed in Boulder, Colorado. The
change in phase around sunset is
much slower than that at sunrise and
that asymmetry can be attributed to
differences in the electron affinity of
negative ions in the two regions.

160-Meter Propagation
For 160-meter propagation, absorp-

tion in the D region is the biggest con-
cern and a growing concentration of
massive, negative ions there, with a
large electron affinity, serves to lower
its electron density and reduces the
absorption of any waves passing
through the region. The question then
is how rapidly after sunset does the
more-stable negative-ion population
develop along a radio propagation
path? Experimentally, that could be
estimated from absorption of a 160-
meter beacon’s signals from sunset to
sunrise.

But leaving time or distance scales
out of the discussion for the moment,
one must consider the propagation
mode in effect and the number of D-re-
gion traversals and ground reflections
that are involved. To the extent that
conventional Earth-ionosphere hops
take place along a path, absorption ef-
fects would be less on any wave travers-
als of the D region, which are closer to
the sunrise terminator than those
closer to the sunset terminator, where
ionospheric electrons are held less
strongly by negative ions. This leads to
yet another circumstance, in addition
to signal ducting,10 which favors propa-
gation on paths going from west to east.

Beyond that geographical consider-
ation, it should be noted that the con-
centrations of minor neutral constitu-
ents that are involved in negative-ion
chemistry, such as ozone, carbon diox-
ide, nitric oxide and hydrogen, are
highly variable. That is the case as
they are created and destroyed in vari-
ous regions and are linked to circula-
tion through vertical and horizontal
transport in the lower atmosphere.
Thus, like the delay in absorption at
sunrise due to the role of ozone (see
Note 1), there will be some variability
in the electron/negative-ion distribu-
tion along a dark path, and iono-
spheric absorption will be quite vari-
able as well. As a result, the meteorol-
ogy of minor atmospheric constituents
is seen to play an important role in
160-meter propagation.

More on Atmospheric Ozone
Concerning the meteorology of mi-

nor atmospheric constituents, their
concentrations are not measured as
frequently nor as widely as the other
atmospheric parameters, say tem-
perature and pressure. But in the
present instance, where the reflection
region of NPG’s signals is lowered as
UV penetrates the ozone layer, it is
possible to use NPG as a beacon of
sorts, looking at daily data, to exam-
ine spatial and temporal features of
ozone where nothing else is available.

It should be noted, however, that the
parts of the ozone layer in question are
several hundred kilometers east of the
path midpoint. In addition, solar di-
rections change with the time of year,
being more northerly in summer and
southerly in winter. With that caveat,
the results of the year-long study of LF

signals can be used to look at ozone
variations as well as their implica-
tions for 160-meter propagation and
considered as new, fresh information.

In that regard, the basic data are the
magnitudes (in decibels) of sunrise sig-
natures, the times of greatest decrease
in signal strength, the corresponding
solar-depression angles at the path
midpoint and the shapes of the signa-
ture curves. The distribution of mag-
nitudes of sunrise signatures is shown
in Fig 12, along with the line repre-
senting a linear regression of the data.
For 353 data points, the maximum and
minimum values for the sunrise signa-
tures were 3.76 and 0.2 dB, respec-
tively, while the median value was
1.23 dB with a standard deviation of
0.69 dB. The distribution of the data
points relative to the regression line do
not suggest any strong correlation and

Fig 13—Distribution of solar depression angles.

Fig 12—Point scatter-diagram for NPG signals and 9-hour Kp-sums from records of
NOAA magnetometers.
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the statistics bear out that point, the
correlation coefficient being only 0.22.

The solar depression angles were
calculated for data points above the
average value, the aim being to use
observations where a time could be
obtained without too much in the way
of uncertainty. That was not always
the case as shapes of the signatures
varied throughout the year and time
data were not always accurate enough
when the signatures were broad. But
for observations where times and so-
lar-depression angles were readily
obtained from those data points above
the average value in Fig 12, the distri-
bution of angles is given in Fig 13.

The curve shows a strong peak just
below 5°, as well as a broad range of
depression angles down to about 2°,
but that is a summary figure for the
year- long period of the study. A more
informative display of the year’s data
is given in Fig 14, where highest and
lowest depression angles are given for
each week throughout the year. That
figure shows a seasonal dependence
for depression angles, greater angles
between mid-March and mid-Novem-
ber than for the rest of the year.

While depression angles were
smaller in the winter, the variability of
the data points was much greater dur-
ing winter than in summer. In particu-
lar, the spread of data points in winter
was about ±1.0°, compared to ±0.5° in
other parts of the year. In addition, the
trends in Fig 14 are more indicative of
the heights reached by the upper parts
of the ozone distributions. Thus, the
small angles and greater variability in
winter months are characteristic of dis-
tributions of ozone where the upper
part extends to greater altitudes than
those with larger angles and less vari-
ability in summer.

The time durations of the sunrise sig-
natures for the LF signals also differed
with season, being longer in summer
than in winter. In addition, there were
differences in the shapes of the sunrise
signatures. Thus, there were three dis-
tinct shapes: one with a symmetrical
decrease in signal strength with time
and two different, asymmetric shapes.
One where the signal strength de-
creased slowly at first, but then with a
faster recovery; and the other just the
opposite, with a fast decrease and a
slow recovery in signal strength.

From mid-March to mid-November,
the shapes noted most often were ei-
ther symmetrical or with a slow recov-
ery, only a few having a slow onset.
The asymmetric shapes with a slow
onset were found more frequently in

the winter months, when the spread in
depression angles was greater, but a
few of those shapes were also noted in
the summer. Those few, however, were
rather striking. They involved large
changes in the depression angle, from
fairly steady background values
around 5° and going down to 3.0° or
3.5°, meaning there were sudden in-
creases in heights reached by the up-
per parts of the ozone distributions. A
search of historical weather data
failed to indicate any obvious causes
for those changes, though.

An effort was made to better under-
stand the shape and the qualitative
features of the sunrise signatures by
using model calculations for the ozone
layer. Thus, a Gaussian height distri-
bution of ozone like that used earlier
(see Note 10) to interpret the delay in
sunrise signature was extended, be-
yond just its opacity due to the total
mass of the ozone, to now include the
exponential absorption of UV along
the line of sight from the sun.

For that calculation, the absorption
coefficient of ozone11 was considered
over the UV range, where the princi-
pal photo-detachment of negative ions
would be expected. There, the absorp-
tion coefficient peaks at 140/cm-atm
at 255 nm, between low values at 200
nm and 300 nm, and has an average of
75/cm-atm.

In the model calculations, the height
of the peak ozone concentration ranged
between 20 and 35 km. The width or
standard deviation of the Gaussian dis-
tribution was varied from 6 to 12 km,
and the total ozone content of the dis-
tribution taken from 0.24 to 0.36 cm-
atm. With those ranges, calculations for
D-region heights showed that the inten-

sity of UV during sunrise was far more
affected by changes in the height or
width of the ozone layer than the total
ozone content.

In regard to the last point, the total
ozone content at middle latitudes in
the northern hemisphere (see Note 2)
shows a maximum in March of about
460 DU and drops to a minimum of
about 280 DU in November. A long-
term study of total ozone cited by
Craig (see Note 3) shows that same
annual variation but variations from
monthly means that were rather large
in January through March and then
declined, becoming much smaller from
June through November.

It is interesting to note that the
weekly values of solar-depression
angles in Fig 14 are more in phase, as
it were, with those variations of
monthly means of total ozone content
than the ozone content itself. Of
course, the data in that figure is only
from one year of observation. Another
year of study is now in progress, and it
will be interesting to compare results
between the two years and the vari-
ability of total ozone content.

As for the shapes of the signatures,
they depend on the rate of phase change
between the sky wave and ground wave
as the reflection region is lowered at
sunrise. The lowering results from so-
lar UV that gets to the D region at the
midpoint of the path by advancing
closer and closer, as in Fig 5, through
the upper reaches of the ozone layer. So
the more ozone encountered, the slower
the lowering and vice-versa.

With that, those signatures with
more rapid change in signal strength at
the outset represent cases where the
top of the ozone layer was either lower

Fig 14—Weekly values of solar depression angles.
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or more dilute at far distances, when
first encountered by the rising solar
UV, than in close to the midpoint, when
last encountered. By the same token,
slow changes in signal strength repre-
sent cases where the top of the ozone
layer was either higher or more dense
at far distances than in close to the
midpoint. Those signatures have impli-
cations for the onset of photo-detach-
ment of electrons and ionospheric ab-
sorption, but it should be stressed again
that they are more sensitive to the
height and width of the ozone layer
than the total ozone content at points
along the optical path.

Conclusion
The study of LF propagation at sun-

rise and sunset has shown that atmo-
spheric ozone, and probably other mi-
nor constituents in the atmosphere,
play an important role in negative-ion
formation in the lower D region. While
the data presented here is limited to
those two extremes in a day, it seems
fairly clear that the lower D region is
not uniform in its properties at night.
Thus, the present results suggest that
a significant electron density, which
contributes to ionospheric absorption of
160-meter signals, is present after sun-
set takes place. Nevertheless, the tran-
sition to the time around dawn, when
negative ions play a more important
part in removing free electrons from the
D region, may be variable. Moreover, it
may not be predictable, given the role
of transport processes in distributing
minor atmospheric constituents.

While transport processes play a
major role in the global distribution of
ozone, notice that the brief precursor
events, as in Fig 7, probably reflect such
processes, but on a smaller scale. Of
course, satellite measurements such as
those from the Solar Backscatter UV
(SBUV) detector give data for ozone
profiles on a global scale; but, because
of its rapid motion, the satellite cannot
observe brief events  in the ozone den-
sity. That problem has existed before in
high altitude research, satellites often
miss details of geophysical phenomena
that near-stationary vehicles, such as
high-altitude balloons, are able to de-
tect. By that token, the present study
using radio propagation provides a type
of information about the ozone layer
that is not available from any other
source at the present time. The area of
concern is at altitudes too high for bal-
loons, too low for satellites and the phe-
nomena are too infrequent for the use
of sounding rockets.

Turning to propagation on the 160-

meter band, it’s of great interest in the
winter months. In that regard, the LF
signatures with lower solar-depression
angles as well as greater variability in
angles, noticed in connection with the
data in Fig 14, suggest that ozone ef-
fects on ionospheric absorption at those
times can be quite pronounced. They
may actually be more variable than
suggested earlier (see Note 1), before
1998-1999 winter data was in hand. It
will be interesting to compare that as-
pect of these observations with the re-
sults from a study of dawn enhance-
ments in the MF frequency range (Hall-
Patch, private communication).

Finally, the present study was con-
ducted in the period from April ’98
through March ’99. Considering that
the weather patterns in that year were
highly influenced by the El Niño/La
Niña processes, the question arises as
to whether the variability of ozone ef-
fects in the winter months between the
equinoxes are typical or, perhaps more
likely, reflect the unusual circum-
stances of the times. In that regard, an
attempt will be made to obtain an-
other year of LF data to provide an
answer to that question.
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Old-fashioned microwave engineering.

By Paul Wade, W1GHZ

161 Center Rd
Shirley, MA 01414
w1ghz@arrl.net

Understanding Circular
Waveguide—Experimentally

1Notes appear on page 48.

Waveguide is an excellent mi-
crowave transmission line,
with low loss and predictable

performance, usable at any frequency
by choosing the proper dimensions. The
most common type of commercial wave-
guide is precision rectangular tubing,
which is only affordable on the surplus
market. Elliptical waveguide is also
used commercially for microwave
transmission line. Many microwave
structures, particularly antennas, have
a round cross section and are better
suited to circular (cylindrical) wave-
guide. Unfortunately, commercial cir-
cular waveguide is rare and unlikely to

be found surplus. As luck would have it,
ordinary copper water pipe works just
fine and is universally available at low
cost. In particular, 3/4-inch copper pipe
is perfect for 10 GHz.

Most microwave design today is done
with the aid of computers. However,
only a few programs handle electro-
magnetics with the capabilities re-
quired for circular waveguide, and their
prices are somewhere between a fancy
car and a new house. Solving the prob-
lems without good software involves
some difficult math, and the solution is
probably only approximate. The re-
maining alternative is old-fashioned
empirical microwave engineering.

The ham’s favorite design technique,
reverse engineering (copying some-
thing that works!) is made difficult by
the lack of commercial circular-

waveguide examples. Reference books
have extensive information on rectan-
gular waveguide but very little infor-
mation on circular waveguide. The pio-
neering work on waveguides was done
by George Southworth before World
War II, but I only recently located a
copy of his book.1 I was afraid that I
had duplicated some of his work, but
that’s a good way to learn. On first
reading, it appears that he did a lot of
work on waveguide fundamentals, but
very little on waveguide-to-coax tran-
sitions, probably because good coaxial
cable and connectors were not avail-
able prior to the wartime development.

Circular Waveguide
We all know that electromagnetic
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waves travel through space—that’s
what radio is all about. They can also
travel inside a hollow pipe of any shape;
if the dimensions are right, the pipe
makes a very low-loss transmission
line, much better than any coaxial
cable. In order for the waves to travel
with low loss, the pipe dimensions must
be large enough for the lowest-order
waveguide mode, the TE11 mode, to
propagate. In circular waveguide, the
cutoff wavelength for this mode is
1.706×D (diameter) so the minimum
waveguide diameter is 1/1.706, or
0.59 λ. The diameter of the copper wa-
ter pipe I used is nominally 3/4-inch,
type M, which has a larger inner diam-
eter than other types. The typical inner
diameter is 0.81 inches, but that may
vary slightly because this is not preci-
sion tubing. Thus, the cutoff wave-
length is 1.38 inches, so the minimum
frequency is 8.55 GHz. Clearly, 10 GHz
is comfortably above the minimum.

Moving in the other direction, a
large waveguide diameter would per-
mit additional higher-order wave-
guide modes to propagate. While the
additional modes also propagate with
low loss, they often arrive at the far
end with different phase, so that they
interfere with the TE11 wave and we
are unable to extract them without
losses. The next mode, TM01, needs a
minimum diameter of 0.76 λ to propa-
gate, setting the maximum operating
frequency without any additional
modes. For the 3/4-inch pipe, this up-
per frequency limit is 11.08 GHz, but
it isn’t a hard limit like the lower cut-
off frequency. At higher frequencies,
the waveguide still propagates en-
ergy, it’s just difficult to predictably
couple that energy efficiently.

Thus, a hollow round pipe is an ex-
cellent waveguide for wavelengths be-
tween 0.59 and 0.76 times the inside
diameter. Standard USA 3/4-inch cop-
per water pipe, type M, has an inner
diameter of 0.70 λ at 10.368 GHz, so it
is ideal for 10-GHz operation. It is
readily available in almost any hard-
ware store at a cost much lower than
that of coaxial cable suitable for VHF
use. Copper water pipe does come in
other versions, but type M is preferable
since it has the largest inner diameter.

Measurement
Our design style is “old-fashioned

empirical microwave engineering.”
“Empirical” is a fancy word for “cut and
try,” but it is only engineering if we
make measurements, record data and
try to understand the results.

The most important measurement we

need is impedance in the waveguide.
Today, impedance measurements are
made using a network analyzer, prefer-
ably one that is automated, with com-
puter control and error corrections.
There aren’t any waveguide network
analyzers; they are all based on coaxial
transmission lines. For the most popu-
lar standard sizes of rectangular wave-
guide, good coaxial transitions and cali-
bration kits are available to allow net-
work-analyzer measurements, with the
computer correcting errors caused by
the transitions. Of course, none of this
is available for circular waveguide—if
we had a quality coax transition to copy,
we’d be one giant step closer to using
circular waveguide.

Before network analyzers, micro-
wave impedance measurements were
made using a slotted line. A narrow
longitudinal slot in the outer conduc-
tor of a coaxial line does not interrupt
any current flow in the line, so it has no
effect. A small probe may be inserted
in the slot to measure the voltage in the
line, and moved to measure the voltage
at other points along the line. If the line
is mismatched, the voltage varies in a
pattern referred to as a standing wave.
Normally, we measure the ratio be-
tween the minimum and maximum
voltages of the standing wave and call
it the standing wave ratio, or SWR.
Using a slotted line is becoming a lost
art, but the technique is covered pretty
well in a recent book by Pozar.2

In waveguide, a slot will have no ef-
fect if it does not interrupt any current.
In rectangular waveguide, this location
is easy to find. It’s in the center of
the broad wall. In circular waveguide,
there is no obvious orientation; we must

orient the guide so that the E-field is
symmetrical around the slot and the
probe is parallel to the E-field.

I built a slotted line for circular wave-
guide by cutting a longitudinal slot in a
piece of 3/4-inch copper pipe. To fit the
pipe to a surplus slotted-line carriage,
I made a pair of plywood blocks. The
carriage is designed for interchange-
able line sections of coax or different
sizes of rectangular waveguide, so the
circular section had to fit the same
mounting points for the probe to travel
in the slot correctly. Fig 1 is a photo-
graph of the slotted line. Later, I found
a sketch3 of Southworth’s slotted line.
The line section was similar, but with-
out the advantage of a surplus carriage,
he had to build a sliding mechanism
as well.

To feed RF energy to the slotted line,
I started with a surplus coax-to-WR-90
rectangular waveguide section. I then
made a rectangular-to-circular transi-
tion by hammering one end of a 3/4-inch
copper pipe until it fit into a WR-90
waveguide flange. This makes a good
transition if the shape is a long, smooth
taper. I added a WR-90 isolator be-
tween the coax transition and the ta-
pered section to absorb any reflected
power so that the signal generator
would not change frequency or power
output due to loading. Finally, at the
input to the slotted section of pipe, I
added a septum (a flat plate across the
diameter of the pipe) perpendicular to
the probe; only energy polarized paral-
lel to the probe will propagate past the
septum. This polarization is important,
so that the E-field is parallel to the
probe—otherwise the probe and slot
might upset the fields and convert en-

Fig 1—
Homebrew
slotted line for
circular
waveguide
mounted in a
surplus carriage.
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ergy to unwanted waveguide modes,
with unpredictable results and strange
measurements.

The voltage in the slotted line is
sampled by the probe inserted through
the slot; if the probe is inserted too far,
it will affect the fields in the waveguide
and produce erroneous readings. On
the other hand, a deeper probe produces
more output voltage, so less RF power
is necessary for the measurement. The
proper probe depth is found experimen-
tally, by increasing the depth until the
measured SWR starts to change, then
backing off.

The probe assembly shown in Fig 1
contains a diode detector with a tuning
mechanism; when it is adjusted for
resonance, much more detected voltage
is available. The output from the detec-
tor goes to a standing-wave meter such
as an HP415; other manufacturers
made similar instruments. The meter
is an ac voltmeter tuned to 1 kHz, so
the RF source must be AM modulated
at 1 kHz; most signal generators have
this capability.

Once the slotted line was working, I
quickly discovered two things:

1. The wavelength at 10 GHz is
nearly twice as long in 3/4-inch wave-
guide as it is in free space.

2. This means that the probe must
travel near the end of the slot to mea-
sure a full wavelength.

As the probe approached the ends of
the slot, I could see that there was an
effect. A well-matched horn antenna
had a low indicated SWR with the probe
near the center of the slot, but a higher
indication when it was near the ends.
Since commercial rectangular-wave-
guide slotted sections taper the end of
the slot to a point, I used a tapered file
to trim the ends of the slot to smooth
the response.

Wavelength in the waveguide is
measured by shorting the end of the
waveguide with a flat plate; this pro-
duces a standing-wave pattern with a
null every λ/2 from the short. I knew
that guide wavelength, λg, would be
longer than the wavelength in free
space, λ0, (phase velocity is greater
than the speed of light), but hadn’t
realized how much longer. Fig 2 shows
λg versus frequency; as the cutoff fre-
quency is approached, λg increases
dramatically, while λ0 increases lin-
early with decreasing frequency.

Impedance is measured and calcu-
lated graphically by plotting SWR and
phase on a Smith chart. Phase is mea-
sured by the location of the standing-
wave minimum voltage on the slotted
line. The distance between two stand-

ing-wave minimums is λg/2. With a
short circuit on the end of the slotted
line, we can locate two voltage nulls on
the line to provide the reference points
for our measured location. A classic
Smith chart has a wavelength scale
around the perimeter that is used to
plot phase; the circumference of the
chart equals λ/2.

On a Smith chart, the impedance is
normalized to the characteristic imped-
ance of the transmission line. Common
coaxial lines have characteristic imped-
ances near 50 Ω. For waveguide, we use
wave impedance rather than character-
istic impedance. The wave impedance
for TE modes in circular waveguide is
calculated as:

Z Z0
0

=
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟fs

gλ
λ

(Eq 1)

where Zfs is the impedance of free
space, 377 Ω. From Fig 2, the guide
wavelength, λg is longer than the free-
space wavelength λ0, so our circular
waveguide impedance is greater than
377 Ω. Unlike coaxial transmission
lines, the impedance varies with fre-
quency. At 10.368 GHz, Z0 is about
650 Ω; however, it is about 1130 Ω at
9 GHz and 580 Ω at 11.2 GHz. For our
purposes, the exact impedance does
not matter, as long as we can match it
empirically and achieve a low SWR. In
fact, I did not calculate Z0 until after
I had completed all the experimental
work described here.

For phase measurements, the slotted
line includes a vernier scale to measure
distance traveled; the scale is quite
accurate if used carefully. However,
once I realized that many slotted-line

Fig 2—Wavelength does not vary linearly in 3/4-inch circular waveguide.

Fig 3—Construction of a 3/4-inch pipe waveguide transition.
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measurements would be required, I
added a dial indicator (shown in Fig 1)
to the slotted line. The dial indicator,
together with a dial caliper to measure
probe dimensions and backshort (I’ll
explain this term shortly) distances,
speeds up measurements significantly.
Unfortunately, inexpensive dial cali-
pers and indicators read in inches only,
rather than the metric units preferred
for microwave work, so we will stick to
inches. Anyway, it would be silly to re-
fer to “3/4-inch pipe” in metric units.

Finally, we need a matched load.
K2RIW reports carving a tapered point
on a broomstick to make a load for cir-
cular waveguide, but a horn antenna
with a long taper is known to provide a
decent match. Therefore, I made a
simple conical horn from copper flash-
ing. The measured SWR is about 1.14:1.

Coaxial Transition
Our ultimate goal is to make better

antennas using circular waveguide, but
the antennas must connect to equip-
ment that uses coaxial cable for inter-
connections. I had already built several
feed antennas for dishes that I wanted
to test, but first I needed a good repro-
ducible coax transition to connect them.
The simplest coax transition extends
the center conductor of the coax as a
radial probe in the waveguide, as shown
in Fig 3. The end of the waveguide be-
hind the probe ends in a short circuit
referred to as a backshort.

My previous attempts at building
transitions from coax to circular wave-
guide were not always successful. A
number of designs have been published
for transitions at lower frequencies, but
with widely varying dimensions. The
ones I have tried were not always well
matched, and some were very critical.
On closer examination, some of them
are feeding mismatched antennas (such
as “coffee can” feeds or open circular
waveguides with typical SWRs of 2:1),
so they are probably adjusted to a spe-

Fig 5—SWR versus backshort distance (in λg) for a probe diameter of 0.040 inches.

cific mismatch, rather than providing a
matched transition.

On the other hand, coax transitions
to rectangular waveguide have been
more successful, probably because
many of them start with dimensions of
commercial transitions. I have ad-
justed some by making measurements
with a rectangular-waveguide slotted
line. The measurements suggest that
the three variable dimensions in a
waveguide transition (shown in Fig 3)
all interact. There are combinations of
probe diameter, probe length and dis-
tance to the backshort that transform
the impedance of the waveguide to a
desired coax impedance, usually 50 Ω.
A textbook I consulted long ago sug-
gested that there is an optimum probe
length and backshort distance for each
desired impedance, but the induc-
tance of the probe must be compen-
sated by changes in the length and
backshort distance. Since the induc-
tance is a function of probe diameter,
the calculations only provide a rough
approximation. Previous experiments
at lower frequencies showed that the
approximation was not very good.

Since calculations seemed inad-
equate, experimentation seemed like a
good alternative. I built a fully adjust-
able coax transition, shown in Fig 4. A
hexagonal plumbing fitting provides
flat sides for an SMA panel-mount con-
nector, so the probe length and diam-
eter can be changed quickly. The con-
nector is held by two screws and the
Teflon dielectric extends through the
pipe wall so that the probe starts at the

inside wall of the waveguide, a repro-
ducible position. A sliding backshort
provides a full adjustment range. At
low frequencies, sliding finger stock is
used to provide an adjustable short-
circuit, but the fingers are too long to
provide a good short at 10 GHz. The al-
ternative, shown in Fig 4, is stepped
quarter-wave sections: the first section
is a sliding fit in the pipe, which pro-
vides a very low impedance. It is
followed by a small-diameter high-
impedance section, then another low-
impedance section. The large sections
have such low impedances that it
doesn’t really matter if they make con-
tact; the result looks like a short circuit
in the waveguide.

My strategy was to make some mea-
surements with different probe diam-
eters and find a good combination of
dimensions for each diameter. I then
planned to make some bandwidth
measurements to see which combina-
tion was least critical, so it could be
easily reproduced and scaled to other
frequencies.

To choose a range of probe diameters,
I looked at published designs. Low-fre-
quency designs, for instance 1296 MHz,
often use a thin probe of #14 AWG wire.
At 10 GHz, this scales to perhaps 0.012
inches, which isn’t very substantial.
Published designs for higher frequen-
cies use probes as large as 0.093 inches,
which scales to about a 3/4-inch diam-
eter at 1296 MHz. This wide range led
me to try a range of diameters, from
0.010 to 0.062 inches, at 10 GHz.

For each probe diameter, I measured

Fig 4—Adjustable circular waveguide-to-
coax transition with a sliding short circuit.
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Fig 7—The SWR data of Fig 5 with some of the worst candidates
removed.

Fig 6—The SWR data of Fig 5 plotted on a Smith chart.

the waveguide impedance with the
SMA connector terminated in a good
50-Ω termination. A low SWR in the
waveguide is a good transition. I made
the impedance measurement with the
backshort distance moving in λ/8 incre-
ments, starting with long probe lengths
that I trimmed in small increments.

The plan was simple: plot this data,
spot a trend and zero in on optimum
combinations. The first plot was SWR
only, shown in Fig 5. This is what we
would be able to measure with a net-
work analyzer or a directional coupler.
Perhaps you can spot a trend in Fig 5,
but I only found it confusing!

So much for simple plans, it was
time for the Smith chart. In my previ-
ous work with rectangular waveguide,
plotting a few points by hand was suf-
ficient to understand what was going
on. However, I now had dozens of data
points and no clear idea of which of
them was worth plotting. I down-
loaded some Smith-chart routines
from the Internet, picked a good one
and added some code to plot my data
in smooth curves on the Smith chart.

The confusing SWR data in Fig 5 is
plotted on the Smith chart in Fig 6,
with the addition of phase to make
each data point a complex impedance.
The data shown is for a probe diameter
of 0.040 inches. Each solid curve plots
a constant probe length with different
backshort distances. The points are
still well scattered, but one curve, for
the shortest probe length of 0.109 λ,
circles around the center of the Smith
chart while the other curves are all on
the left side of center. Thus, we might
suspect that the optimum probe
length may be somewhere between the
shortest length and the next longest.

Fig 7 removes the curves for some of
the longer probe lengths to concen-
trate on the ones that bracket the
bull’s-eye, the center of the chart. The
dashed curves intersecting them are
plots of constant backshort distance
with varying probe length—what you
would see if you soldered together a
transition and could only trim the
probe length. It’s clear that neither of
these adjustments alone will produce
a good transition unless the other is

just right, but one of the dashed lines
goes right through the center. The
optimum backshort distance should be
very close to 0.25 λg, or 0.250 guide
wavelengths. The points I measured
bracket the bull’s-eye, so based on
those values I tried to estimate a probe
length that would land dead center.

Fig 8 is a Smith chart showing the
three curves from Fig 7 plus one addi-
tional curve, the dashed line, for a probe
length that was my estimate of opti-
mum. The best point on this curve has
a SWR of 1.05, a decent match. There
isn’t much point in trying to do better,
since neither the slotted line nor the
50-Ω termination on the SMA connec-
tor is perfect—each of the measure-
ments has some error and uncertainty.

The horizontal centerline on the
Smith chart is the resistive axis; points
on the line are purely resistive. Imped-
ances greater than Z0, the wave imped-
ance, are to the right of the center
point, while lesser impedances are to
the left. Points off the centerline have
reactive components—inductance is
above the centerline, capacitance be-
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low. So we can see some trends on these
Smith charts: Longer probes produce
lower resistances, while longer back-
short distances move the reactance
from inductive to capacitive. While it
is clear from Fig 7 that these aren’t
straight lines, we can use these trends
to “zero in” once we are close.

Returning to Fig 5, we can start to
understand the curves. The three
shortest lengths are the curves in
Fig 7 that bracket the bull’s-eye, but
the SWR plot doesn’t really make this
clear. The other curves, for longer
probes, all have a sharp minimum
somewhere near a backshort distance
of 0.375 λg; this looks suspiciously like
a resonance. Since it is much easier to
shorten a probe than to make it longer,
I start with an overly long one and
trim until it seems to be too short.
Therefore, more data is taken with
long probes than short ones.

On a Smith chart, we can see combi-
nations of probe length and backshort
distance that bracket the desired
match at the center of the chart, then
estimate the ideal combination from

Fig 8—The SWR curves of Fig 7 with a new dashed line
representing the estimated optimum solution.

Fig 9—SWR curves for a 3/4-inch water pipe circular waveguide-
to-coax transition. Probe diameter=0.050 inches.

these data points. I did this for a range
of probe diameters from 0.010 to 0.062
inches. Fig 9 is the Smith chart for a
probe diameter of 0.050 inches, the
diameter of the center pin of an SMA
jack. For this diameter, I again found
three curves that bracket the bull’s-
eye, then estimated the best length
and measured it for the dashed curve.
The lighter dotted lines are plots for
constant backshort distance. Fig 10
shows the same set of curves for the
largest probe diameter, 0.062 inches,
but without the lighter dotted lines.

Turning to smaller probe diameters,
Fig 11 shows the curves for a probe
diameter of 0.032 inches. In addition
to the three that bracket the bull’s-eye
and the dashed line for my best-esti-
mated length, there is an additional
curve for a much shorter probe of 0.107
inches in length. This curve illustrates
the trend toward a higher resistive
component with shorter probe length
—the curve crosses the horizontal axis
further to the right.

For a probe diameter of 0.020
inches, I got lucky and cut the probe to

a length that produced a very low
SWR, so I stopped there. Fig 12 shows
the curves for this diameter, and Fig
13 shows the curves for the smallest
diameter, 0.010 inches. At the latter
diameter, the best length is signifi-
cantly longer than with larger diam-
eters, so the second length I tried was
already too short and bracketed the
bull’s-eye. The dashed line is the final
curve, for the estimated best length.

For each diameter, there is a good
combination of length and backshort
distance that provides a well-matched
transition from circular waveguide to
coax. Our other goal is to find a set of
dimensions that is not critical, so that
it may be readily reproduced and scaled
to other frequencies. If the transition is
broadband, with impedance that does
not vary rapidly with frequency, it is
probably more forgiving than one with
rapidly varying impedance. Using the
best dimensions for each probe diam-
eter, I made measurements over the
frequency range from 9 to 11.2 GHz.
This frequency range corresponds to
waveguide diameters of 0.617 λ to
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Fig 11—SWR curves for a 3/4-inch water pipe circular waveguide-
to-coax transition. Probe diameter=0.032 inches.

Fig 10—SWR curves for a 3/4-inch water pipe circular waveguide-to-
coax transition. Probe diameter=0.062 inches.

Fig 13—SWR curves for a 3/4-inch water pipe circular waveguide-
to-coax transition. Probe diameter=0.010 inches.

Fig 12—SWR curves for a 3/4-inch water pipe circular waveguide-
to-coax transition. Probe diameter=0.020 inches.
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Fig 14—Waveguide
impedance variation with
frequency for probe
diameter=0.020 inches;
length=0.255 inches;
backshort=0.430 inches.

0.77 λ, the full useful range of circular
waveguide.

Impedance is plotted versus fre-
quency in Fig 14 for a probe diameter of
0.020 inches, with the impedance curve
forming a tight circle around the bull’s-
eye over the full frequency range. No-
tice that these impedances are with
respect to the waveguide wave imped-
ance, Z0, which changes with fre-
quency; what we are plotting is SWR
and phase at each frequency. Even
though Z0 changes by roughly a factor
of two across the frequency range, this
empirically-designed transition is able
to match it to the coaxial 50-Ω charac-
teristic impedance.

Larger probe diameters (in Fig 15)
also produce reasonably tight group-
ings near the center of the Smith chart,
indicating a broadband match. Very
small probe diameters are less forgiv-
ing, with narrower bandwidth as shown
in Fig 16, so the #14 wire at 1296 MHz
probably also has a narrowband

Smith Chart for Dummies

Fig A—For this article, we can imagine a Smith chart as a target.

The Smith chart intimidates many
people, including many electrical engi-
neers. For the examples in this article,
it isn’t necessary to understand the
Smith chart—simply think of it as a tar-
get, with a bull’s-eye in the center
where the circle labeled “1” crosses the
horizontal (resistive) line. We are trying
to hit that bull’s-eye, and anything that
gets us closer to it is a move in the right
direction. Our bull’s-eye, in the center
of the chart, is the resistive part of the
waveguide characteristic impedance
(not necessarily 50 Ω) with no reactive
component. Any mismatch moves us
away from the center of the chart. The
shaded bull’s-eye in the center of the
Smith chart here is the area where
SWR is less than 1.5:1, representing a
reasonably well matched transmission
line.—W1GHZ
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Fig 15—SWR curves for larger probe diameters. (A) Probe diameter=0.032 inches; length=0.252 inches; backshort=0.485 inches. (B)
Probe diameter=0.040 inches; length=0.252 inches; backshort=0.493 inches. (C) Probe diameter=0.050 inches; length=0.248 inches;
backshort=0.440 inches. (D) Probe diameter=0.062 inches; length=0.260 inches; backshort=0.500 inches.

character. Fig 17 summarizes the best
dimensions that I found; the probe
length and backshort distance are
fairly constant for all probe diameters

except for the smallest diameter, 0.010
inches.

The final question is reproducibility.
The most convenient probe diameter

was 0.050 inches, since that is the di-
ameter of common SMA-connector
center pins. So fabrication is simply a
matter of cutting and filing the pin to
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Fig 16—SWR curves for a very small probe diameter. Probe diameter=0.010 inches;
length=0.265 inches; backshort=0.616 inches.

the desired length read from Fig 17. I
cut up another hexagonal plumbing fit-
ting to provide several flats for connec-
tor mounting, then soldered one to the
side of a piece of pipe as well as a small
brass sheet for a backshort. I drilled
and tapped holes in the flat for the con-
nector and screwed it in place. The tran-
sition worked well, providing an SWR
of about 1.05 feeding a diagonal horn,
so I assembled three more, using flats
from the hexagonal fitting. An alterna-
tive construction technique is to use an
SMA connector with a threaded body,
which allows for some adjustment.
Screwing the connector flange to a flat
surface is more robust and repeatable,
however, and adjustment isn’t neces-
sary if we have good dimensions.

I made the final measurements of the
four transitions from the coax input
using an automatic network analyzer.
Fig 19 shows the SWR of all four tran-
sitions, each feeding a diagonal horn4

with SWR of about 1.06. The worst tran-
sition has an SWR of about 1.11 at
10.368 GHz, while the others are 1.05
or lower. The SWR is under 1.5 from 9.8
to 11+ GHz, a reasonable bandwidth. To
measure the loss, I connected two tran-
sitions together with a simple plumb-
ing joint slipped over them. The loss for
a pair, shown in Fig 20, is 0.23 dB at
10.368 GHz and under 0.3 dB from 9 to
11 GHz. At 8.5 GHz, the cutoff fre-
quency is obvious; waveguide makes an
excellent high-pass filter.

Scaling to Other Frequencies
I believe the transition should scale

well to other frequencies. The hardest
part is finding a pipe of suitable diam-
eter, between 0.6 λ and 0.76 λ . Then
the other dimensions can be scaled di-
rectly to the ratio of pipe diameters,
starting with a convenient probe di-
ameter and taking the dimensions
from Fig 17. All dimensions must be
scaled by the same ratio! If the probe
length is made slightly long, it can be
trimmed for best SWR.

Antenna Applications
The real purpose of the circular

waveguide was to investigate antennas
with circular cross sections, particu-
larly feed horns. I built several feed
horns for offset dishes, including the
ones shown in Fig 21: a conical horn,
two large W2IMU dual-mode feed horns
and a rectangular horn feed for DSS off-
set dishes. I also built a diagonal horn,5
a feed horn with a square cross section
rotated so that the probe is parallel
with the diagonal. I made SWR and
sun-noise measurements on these Fig 17—Circular waveguide-to-coax transition—best dimensions.
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Fig 18—A completed circular waveguide-
to-coax transitions for 10 GHz.

Fig 19—Measured SWR for the completed 3/4-inch circular waveguide transitions with a
diagonal-horn load.

Table 1—Dimensions two dual-mode feeds and the original W2IMU feed

Dimensions shown in wavelengths may be scaled to any frequency.
f/D Flare B= C=

Aperture Diam. Output Length

0.55 30° 1.31 λ 1.31 λ
0.7 27.4° 1.63 λ 2.8 λ
0.8 24.9° 1.79 λ 3.52 λ

Fig 20—Losses for a mated pair of  3/4-inch circular waveguide transitions.

horns as well as several surplus corru-
gated horns with circular-waveguide
inputs, which I machined to fit to 3/4-
inch pipe. All the homemade horns had
SWRs better than 1.1. The diagonal
horn had particularly good SWR but
disappointing feed performance.

The two W2IMU dual-mode feed
horns are large versions, optimized for
offset dishes as described in the
W1GHZ Microwave Antenna Book—
Online.6 The original W2IMU feed7

provides best performance for an f/D
around 0.5. The two dual-mode horns
in Figure 21 are designed for larger
f/D required for offset dishes: the
larger version in Figure 21 is dimen-
sioned for f/D = 0.8 and the smaller
for f/D = 0.7. For a dual-mode horn to
properly illuminate a larger f/D, not
only must the aperture diameter in-
crease, but also the length of the out-
put section must increase and the flare
half-angle must decrease. The dashed
lines in Figure 22 illustrate these
changes from the original version de-
picted by the solid lines. The two large
dual-mode feed horns provided the
highest efficiency I’ve measured to
date, slightly higher than the rectan-
gular feedhorn8 I designed for offset
dishes. One interesting result was
that the efficiency was slightly higher
with circular polarization than with
horizontal polarization. The middle
horn in the table is currently working
well feeding a one-meter offset dish as
part of my 10-GHz periscope9, 10 an-
tenna system.

The dimensions for these two larger
dual-mode feeds as well as the origi-
nal W2IMU feed are shown in the fol-
lowing Table 1. The dimensions are
shown in wavelengths and may be
scaled to any frequency. Dimension A
is not shown in the table; it is the di-
ameter of the input circular
waveguide feeding the horn. The di-
ameter of the input waveguide does
not affect horn performance as long as
only the TE11 mode is propagated. As
we saw previously, a range of
waveguide diameters is usable.
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Conclusions
Circular waveguide for 10 GHz use

made from ordinary copper pipe is both
useful and inexpensive. Using simple
test equipment and old-fashioned ex-
perimental microwave engineering, I
have found some good working dimen-
sions for quality circular-waveguide
components. In the process, I learned
more about circular waveguide. I hope
this demonstrates that fancy test
equipment is not always necessary for
microwave work.
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RF

A Directional-Feedback
Amplifier

Many RF amplifiers use feedback cir-
cuitry to improve performance. Simple
resistive feedback networks commonly
used have significant disadvantages.
They provide an output-to-input path,
decreasing isolation. They also increase
the noise figure. The increase in noise
figure can be overcome through the
clever use of transformers—a design by

Norton combines excellent matching,
low noise figure and high intercept
points.1 However, the gain is low, and

the design suffers from even worse out-
put-to-input isolation. This may make
a Norton amplifier difficult to use. One
solution is to use directional couplers to
generate the feedback path, so that re-1Notes appear on page 51.

Fig 1—Schematic of the 20-dB gain preamplifier using directional feedback.
Q1—2N5109 with heat sink
T1, T2—10:1 transformers. Primary is 10

turns of # 28 AWG enameled wire.
Secondary is a component lead stuck

through the hole of FT-37-43 toroid
core. Phasing is important.

Table 1—Measured performance data for the 20-dB gain preamplifier

Frequency MS11 MS12 MS21 MS22 Noise Figure
(MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)  (dB)
2 –19 –54 21.5 –34
5 –35 –51 21.2 –28
10 –28 –47 20.3 –24 3.2
12 –26 –44 19.8 –23 3.2
20 –22 –40 18.0 –20 3.2
30 –17 –36 15.7 –19 3.3
50 –17 –31 12.2 –17 3.4
100 –21 –25 7.0 –14 5.1
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flections from a load have minimal ef-
fect on circuit performance.

The 20-dB preamplifier of Fig 1 is my
first attempt at a design using direc-
tional feedback. It features high re-
verse isolation, measuring as high as
54 dB at 2 MHz. Performance data is
shown in Table 1. In contrast, a Norton
amplifier configured for 11 dB of gain
has just 12 dB of isolation. The input
and output return losses are also good
at HF. The 3-dB NF is moderately low,
though quite a bit higher than the 1 dB
possible with a highly optimized Norton
design.2 The noise figure was measured
with an HP-8970 with a HP-346A noise
source. Due to the 4-MHz measure-
ment bandwidth and 10 MHz lower-

Fig 2—Schematic of the 12-dB gain preamplifier using directional feedback.

Fig 3—(A) Photograph of the 20-dB gain
preamplifier using directional feedback.
(B) Photograph of the 12-dB gain
preamplifier using directional feedback.

Q1—2N5109 with heat sink
T1, T2—10:1 transformers. Primary is 10

turns of # 28 AWG enameled wire.
Secondary is a component lead stuck

through the hole of FT-37-43 toroid
core. Phasing is important.

frequency limit of the HP-8970, noise
figure was not measured below 10 MHz.
The output intercept is +12 dBm, which
means that the input intercept is just
 –8 dBm.

I used a directional coupler at the
output to obtain a unidirectional
feedback path. By only feeding forward
power back to the amplifier input, the
feedback path doesn’t vary with load
conditions. Just as important, reverse
power primarily ends up in R4, the
reverse-power load termination. With a
typical broadband amplifier, reverse
power is fed back to the input of the
amplifier by the feedback network. The
directional coupler works as an
isolator, a one-way gate for feedback
signals. Obviously, properly phasing of
the windings is important for proper
performance.

I used a pair of transformers T1 and
T2, to make a broadband directional
coupler. With a turn ratio of 10:1, the
coupling is –20 dB. I chose mix-43
ferrite material, for a good compromise
between loss and permeability. I ad-
justed the exact level of feedback by
varying R2 in order to optimize the

input return loss. R3 and bypass capac-
itor C2 allow the bias current to be
adjusted without changing the feed-
back network significantly at RF. Simi-
larly C3 provides a RF bypass so that
R4 does not short out the dc bias circuit.
R5 simultaneously provides dc power to
the transistor and a 51-Ω termination
to the directional coupler. The perform-
ance of the amplifier seems good,
although the feedback port of the direc-
tional coupler isn’t properly terminated
in a 51-Ω load.

The transistor’s intrinsic emitter
resistance significantly affects the
input match, since there is little feed-
back from the emitter to ground. This
may actually be an advantage in some
cases—the input impedance can be
adjusted to match a preceding circuit by
adjusting the dc bias. Increasing the
current lowers the input resistance.
Adding an emitter-feedback resistor
can raise the input resistance and
reduce the sensitivity of the input
match to bias current—but this also
decreases the gain of the amplifier. It
also raises the noise figure.

The revised circuit using emitter

(A)

(B)

Table 2—Measured performance data for the 12-dB gain preamplifier

Frequency MS11 MS12 MS21 MS22 Noise Figure
(MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
2 –20 –49 11.5 –29
5 –27 –49 11.7 –37
10 –28 –45 11.7 –34 6.0
12 –32 –44 11.7 –33 5.9
20 –33 –39 11.2 –28 6.0
30 –32 –35 10.5 –24 6.0
50 –29 –31 8.7 –21 6.3
100 –23 –25 5.0 –16 6.8
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feedback is shown in Fig 2. The current
is increased from 20 to 40-mA, which
significantly reduces the input resis-
tance. More importantly, it helps im-
prove the output intercept. To further
improve the output intercept, the gain
is lowered by reducing the shunt
feedback resistance from 220 to 62 Ω.
This improves the input intermod-
ulation-intercept point, as less gain
means that stronger signals are
required to reach the compression point
of the amplifier. However, the input
impedance is further reduced with
shunt feedback. The input impedance is
optimized to 50 Ω by increasing the
emitter-feedback resistance with a
4.7-Ω resistor. This also has the effect
of making the input impedance less
sensitive to bias-current variations.
The net effect is a decrease in gain to

12 dB and an increase in input intercept
from –8 dBm to +11 dBm. This is a
substantial improvement of 19 dBm.
Photographs of the two amplifiers are
shown in Fig 3.

The reverse isolation is degraded
only a few decibels, and it still repre-
sents a substantial improvement over
conventional amplifiers. A typical post
amplifier has perhaps 20 dB of
isolation. In contrast, the directional
feedback amplifier has over 40 dB of
isolation, an improvement of 20 dB. Not
surprisingly, the increase in feedback
has resulted in a noise figure rise from
3 to 6 dB.

The directional feedback concept
should be useful in designs that require
lots of flexibility, such transceivers
where a lot of switching is used to
improve functionality. These ampli-

fiers can be used to insure that output
ports don’t become unwanted “input”
ports. This is particularly important
when “tapping off” low-level signals for
features like panadapters and sub-
receivers. I hope that a clever designer
can further improve upon these
designs. The noise figure and input
intercept, while good, might be further
improved. Who will be the first to
design an amplifier that has it all—low
noise figure, high input and output
intercepts, low return loss and high
reverse isolation?

Notes
1W. Hayward, W7ZOI, Introduction to Radio

Frequency Design, pp 218-219.
2Z. Lau, KH6CP/1 now W1VT, “6-Meter

Transverter Design,” QEX, Sep 1995, pp
24-30.
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Tech Notes
Build a Data Acquisition System
for Your Computer
By Steven C. Hageman
[Gathering, storing and interpreting
data can be a tedious and time-
consuming task! Steve Hagman shows
how computers can be put to work
measuring and storing information
garnered from external sources—Peter
Bertini, K1ZJH, QEX Contributing
Editor, k1zjh@arrl.org]

I first began experimenting with
A/D converters using the parallel port
of a personal computer back in 1994.
Since this was done under the DOS
operating system, my software needed
to peek and poke the parallel port for
data exchanges. I built a half dozen or
so designs ranging from 8 to 12 bits of
resolution; and while these were mod-
erately useful, the programming for
one particular project was not gener-
ally adaptable to the next. Today,
Windows is firmly entrenched as the
operating system of choice; although
direct parallel-port access is blocked
under the Windows environment.

By 1996, I was experimenting with
Microchip Technology microcontroll-
ers, and I was using the computer’s
serial port (sometimes called RS-232,
although that standard has been su-
perceded; Windows identifies serial
ports as COM1, etc) for communica-
tions instead of the parallel port. This
offers much more flexibility; I can now
communicate at reasonable data
rates—in both directions—between
the PIC device and the personal com-
puter. Windows supports serial com-
munication, and nearly every PC has
at least one available serial port. A
serial port may be the only means
of communicating with a notebook
computer.

Enter the PIC-DAS
The PIC-DAS (Programmable Inter-

face Controller—Data Acquisition
System) features a 12-bit, eight-chan-
nel A/D converter, a 12-bit, four-chan-
nel D/A converter and includes an
8-bit bidirectional digital I/O port. The
PIC-DAS is nearly universal and—
unlike my earlier projects—is pro-
grammable under either DOS or Win-
dows. Most programming languages
support serial communication. The

PIC-DAS can be run from Microsoft
Office applications, such as Excel and
Word, via the VBA (Visual Basic for
Applications) language that these ap-
plications offer. The PIC-DAS can
even communicate with a terminal
program. The heart of the system is
Microchip Technology’s PIC16C63A
micro-controller. The PIC controls the
bidirectional serial communication
with the PC, implements the 8-bit
digital I/O port and controls the A/D
and D/A converters.

Circuit Description
Fig 1 is the PIC-DAS schematic

drawing. The PIC16C63A contains an
internal RS-232 UART for communi-
cating with a PC’s serial port. Transis-
tors Q3 and Q4 perform the necessary
logic inversion between the PIC and
the PC port. RS-232 standards specify
minimum logic levels between plus
and minus 3-25 V. To minimize parts
count, the PIC-DAS simplistic design
limits logic swings between zero and
+5 V. This is not a true implementa-
tion of RS-232 standards, but it works
fine with a relatively slow 9600 baud
rate and cables limited to 15 feet or
less. A programmed PIC is available.1

A Maxim MAX186 (U1) is a fully
self-contained 12-bit A/D converter
featuring a built-in 8-channel multi-
plexer and voltage reference, which is
typically 4.096 V. Since the 12-bit con-
verter provides 4096 conversion codes
(212 = 4096) the resolution is exactly
1 mV/bit. The A/D is controlled by a
four-wire serial interface. When the
PIC receives an A/D conversion com-
mand it responds by sending the
proper serial commands to the A/D,
which performs the conversion and
then returns the conversion results to
the PIC. The PIC then completes the
command by sending the A/D value
back to the PC serial port.

The D/A (U3, a Maxim MAX525) also
features 12-bit resolution and provides
a single-chip solution with four output
amplifiers. The reference for the D/A
is taken from the A/D, permitting the
same 1-mV-per-bit resolution. Both
the A/D and D/A are programmed from
the PIC based on commands from the

PC serial port using a simple three-
wire serial interface

The PIC (U2) implements the con-
trol program and the bidirectional
8-bit I/O port. PICs have a unique,
relatively high 25-mA per pin current
rating, with a package limitation of
200 mA maximum. This, combined
with 20-mA clamp diodes, give the PIC
excellent immunity to static or misap-
plied voltages.

The digital I/O port can be setup as
any combination of inputs or outputs,
and each I/O pin can be read or writ-
ten to individually or byte-wise, as a
single 8-bit wide byte. Port B on the
PIC also has built in ‘weak’ pull-ups
that can be switched on or off. These
are small current sources (on the or-
der of 250 μA) from the 5-V rail to each
output. While the pull-ups are not
particularly accurate, they are useful
for contact-closure detection and can
be set to an “on” or “off” state by a se-
rial command.

The PIC-DAS requires a scant 7 mA
while active; this permits about 70
hours of continuous operation using a
common 9-V alkaline battery as a
power source. Battery power can be

Fig 1—The schematic of the PIC-DAS is
simplicity itself. Only four ICs and some
protection resistors are all it takes to build
a 12-bit-resolution universal digital/Analog
data-acquisition and control subsystem.
The PIC16C63A from Microchip Technology
is the heart of the system. This
microprocessor contains enough code
space to program a reasonable user
interface that responds to RS-232 control
via ASCII commands.
C1-C3—10 mF, 16 V Tantalum, Kemet,
  Mouser #80-TC322C106K02
C4-C8—0.1mF, 50 V ceramic, Panasonic
  (ECU-S1H104KBB), DigiKey #P4923-ND
D1-D3—1N4148, 1N914, etc. silicon diode,
  small signal
U1 —MAX186BCPP, Maxim, DigiKey
  #MAX186BCPP-ND
U2—PIC16C63A, Microchip Technology,
  see text and Note 1.
U3—MAX525BCPP, Maxim, DigiKey
  #MAX525BCPP-ND
U4—LM2936Z-5.0, National, DigiKey
  #LM2936Z-5.0-ND
J1-J3—Terminal Block, 2 position 5.08 mm,
  (13 blocks are needed for this project),
  On-Shore, DigiKey #ED1643-ND
Y1—8-MHz resonator, Panasonic
  (PX800MC), DigiKey #PX800MC-ND
Q1—NDF0610, PMOS transistor, Fairchild,
  Digikey #NDF0610-ND
Q2, Q4—2N7000, NMOS transistor,
  Fairchild, DigiKey #2N7000-ND
Q3—2N3906 PNP transistor, Mouser
  #625-2N3906
Misc—Plastic enclosure, RadioShack
  #270-1808, 8×3×1 inches. DB9—female,
  RadioShack #276-1538. PCB—Printed
  Circuit Board—FAR Circuits, see Note 2.

1Notes appear on page 57.
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conserved by switching the PIC-DAS
on and off via the RS-232 DTR line
from the PC serial port. Transistors
Q1 and Q2 form an electronic switch
to connect the battery to the 5-V regu-
lator (U4) whenever the DTR line is
high. U4 is a low-dropout, low-quies-
cent-current 5-V regulator.

When a terminal program (or other
application) opens the COM port con-
nected to the PIC-DAS, the PIC-DAS
powers up and is ready for commands
in less than 0.5 second. (Note: some
programming languages allow inde-
pendent, programmatic control of the
DTR state.) For illustration, let’s use
an example where we use the PIC-
DAS to take hourly temperature read-
ings over a span of several days. We
could conserve battery power by open-
ing the COM port only when the data
is being recorded and closing the port
between readings.

Construction
As shown in Fig 2, the PIC-DAS is

built on a PC board that fits nicely into
a 8×3×1-inch RadioShack enclosure. A
3/8-inch notch, cut along one side of the
enclosure’s top lip, lets the screw-ter-
minal connections protrude from en-
closure for easy access. These connec-
tors are modular and supplied in
multiples of two. They are snapped to-
gether to produce the needed terminal
count before soldering to the PC board.
Two 1/2-inch standoffs secure the PIC-
DAS board to the enclosure. The con-
struction is not difficult, and sockets

may be used for all of the ICs.
The prototype board may look some-

what strange because of its topside
copper layer. The circuit board was not
chemically etched, but rather milled
on a computer-controlled prototype
maker. This system reduces the lead-
time for a prototype board from sev-
eral days to an hour or so. Fig 3 is a
close-up of the milled traces on a pro-
totype board. Whole sections can be
rubbed out, but this takes some time
when the milling tool is only 0.010
inches wide. The advantage of this
system is obvious. I started the board
layout one morning and by the next
morning I had all the parts soldered in
place and was testing code. A low-cost
circuit board for this project is avail-
able from FAR Circuits.2 Fig 4 shows
the completed board, mounted in the
enclosure and ready for use.

The PIC-DAS can be built in stages.
The heart of the PIC-DAS is the
16C63A micro-controller, and it is al-
ways required for operation. You
might choose to omit the D/A or both
the A/D and D/A converters, but the D/
A requires the A/D reference voltage
for proper operation.

PIC-DAS Software Support
The software support for the PIC-

DAS ranges from native RS-232
Prints-and-Inputs, as would be used
with a DOS based BASIC, to an
ActiveX Control3 I developed to make
Windows programming more auto-
mated. In all, there are 10 commands

that the PIC-DAS understands. Seven
of these deal with the digital I/O, two
with the analog I/O and one is an iden-
tification command.

The command structure to the PIC-
DAS is as follows:

COMMAND [Parameter 1] [Param-
eter 2] {CR}

The command is always required,
and it may be abbreviated to just the
first two characters. A space charac-
ter follows the command if required for
the command Parameter 1. Likewise,
a space is required between parameter
1 and 2. The command executes when
a carriage return is received by the
PIC-DAS. All commands and states
are reset when the power to the PIC-
DAS is cycled. The command parser in
the PIC-DAS only decodes the first two
letters in the command string. For
example: DIR 255 works exactly like
sending DI 255 to the PIC-DAS. This
is perhaps a less readable but faster
form of communication, especially for
longer commands. Table 1 lists the
available commands.

In QBasic4 the “Direction” command
would be sent as:

PRINT #1 “DIR 255”
When the PRINT command fin-

ishes, it terminates the string with a
carriage return. The PIC-DAS then
parses the command and executes it.

In the standard mode, PIC-DAS ex-
ecutes a command then sends back
data (if any) followed by a carriage
return. Even if there is no data, a car-
riage return sent back, this can be

Fig 2—The prototype circuit board was milled from copper-clad
fiberglass board with the help of a prototype-milling machine.
The screw connectors allow quick and easy connection of the
PIC-DAS to whatever circuit you want to control or monitor.

Fig 3—Here is a close-up view of a milled prototype board. The
PC-board milling software accepts standard Gerber format data
that is produced by all PC board-layout programs. The software
then determines the path for the milling tool to isolate the traces
on the board. The only differences between this and a production
PC board are the lack of plated through holes and the somewhat
more difficult task soldering the board.
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used to keep a very fast PC from get-
ting ahead of the PIC-DAS. When PIC-
DAS encounters a unrecognizable
command it responds with the string
“UNKNOWN COMMAND.” This is
useful in debugging code. The sidebar
contains a program written in
Microsoft QBasic that exercises some
PIC-DAS commands.

I have written an ActiveX Control
for Windows programming. While it is
possible to work directly with the se-
rial port under Windows, an ActiveX
Control reduces every PIC-DAS com-
mand to a simple single-function call.
ActiveX Controls are plug-in-like
components—they are libraries of
commands that are useable across a
variety of Windows applications and
programming languages. Even the
spreadsheet program Excel, or any
modern 32-bit programming lan-
guage, can use ActiveX technology to
control the PIC-DAS. A download
package, available from the ARRL
Web site, has all the source code and
many more programming examples
for the PIC-DAS (see Note 3).

An Application Example
Temperature readings are arguably

the most frequently made measure-
ments in the world. It is easy to use
the PIC-DAS for this purpose via a
device such as the National Semicon-
ductor LM35, a three-terminal semi-
conductor temperature sensor with a
calibrated output that changes 10 mV/
°C. Since the PIC-DAS has a A/D reso-
lution of 1 mV/count, the resolution
will be 0.1°C. LM35s require only a
small current to operate. I connected
them to digital outputs 0 and 1. This
allows them to be turned on and off
as required; they don’t need to oper-
ate continuously.

Table 1—PIC-DAS Command Summary

Command Parameter 1 Parameter 2 Description

DIR num n/a Sets the data direction on the
  digital I/O port. num = 0 to 255.
  0 = Output, 1 = Input

BSET pin n/a Sets pin to a logic 1
BCLEAR pin n/a Clears pin to a logic 0
BIN pin n/a Returns the state of pin 1 or 0
IN n/a n/a Returns the entire port as a byte. Returns the port value (0-255)
OUT num n/a Sets the entire port to byte num
PULLUP state n/a state = 1 for pull-ups on

  state = 0 for pull-ups off
AIN ch n/a Reads A/D channel ch (0-7)

  Returns the A/D code read (0-4096)
AOUT ch val Sets D/A channel ch to value val
VER n/a n/a Returns a string identifying the firmware version

A Simple PIC-DAS Control Program

′Standard open com port command, you may need to change the COM1
′to match the COM port that your PIC-DAS is connected to
′The extra parameters here disable all the hardware timeouts
′When the COM port is opened the DTR line is enabled which turns on
′the PIC-DAS, to turn off the PIC-DAS, close the COM port again
′Opening the Com port clears the transmit and receive buffers
Open “COM1:9600,N,8,1,CD0,CS0,DS0,OP0,RS,” For Random As #1
′===== Digital example
′Even though the DIR command returns no parameters, it does
  send back
′a carriage return when the command completes and we need to remove
′this from the RS232 input buffer.
Print #1, “DIR 0” ‘Digital set to all outputs (0=output)
Line Input #1, ret$ ‘Discard the CR sent from the PIC DAS
′Count from 0 to 255 on the digital output port
For i% = 0 To 255
Print #1, “OUT “; i% ‘This sends “OUT 0”, “OUT 1”...etc
Line Input #1, ret$ ‘Discard the CR sent back
Next i%
′===== Analog example
′Read A/D channel 0, 100 times, calculate the average
sum% = 0
For i% = 1 To 100
Print #1, “AI 0” ‘Read A/D channel 0
Line Input #1, ret$ ‘Get result
sum% = sum% + VAL(ret$) ‘Sum the reading
Print i%, ret$ ‘Print result
Next i%
Print “Average = “; Sum% / 100 ‘Print the average
Print “End of test program...”
′===== Close the COM port
Close #1
End

Fig 5 shows how the LM35s were
connected to the PIC-DAS. I decided
on a simple system that would simul-
taneous measure and record both in-

door and outdoor temperatures. To
measure outdoor temperature, I ran
20 feet of twisted-pair wire through
the shack wall, where a LM35 is at-

This example shows a small segment of code, written in QBasic, that sets the digital
port to all outputs, then counts from 0 to 255 on that port. The next section reads the
A/D and prints the result. The “Line Input” function is a special input function that
terminates the input command when a carriage return is read, this command is perfect
for use with the PIC-DAS as it terminates any string sent back with a carriage return. The
VAL( ) function is used to convert the string representation of the A/D value sent back
by the PIC-DAS to a real number.
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Fig 5—The PIC-DAS was designed to be easy to use; otherwise, you won’t want to use it.
This application is for an indoor/outdoor thermometer using LM35 temperature sensors.
It took 10 minutes to wire the circuit and about 20 minutes to write the 16 programming
lines that gather and plot temperature readings over a 24-hour period. Temperature
sensing has never been easier thanks to these single-chip silicon temperature sensors
from National Semiconductor.

Fig 6—A plot of temperature versus time around my workshop
on a warm summer day. The sharp rise in outside temperature
corresponds to sunrise. The two peaks after sunrise are when
the sun was briefly shining through a tree, directly illuminating
the outside temperature sensor. The rest of the day the outside
sensor was in the shade.

tached to sample the outside tempera-
ture. The other sensor was placed near
the PIC-DAS. A quick application was
written for Agilent VEE5 to read the
sensor temperatures every half-hour
for a 24 hour period. The entire VEE
program needs only 16 lines of code to
input the A/D values from the PIC-
DAS, scale the A/D readings into Fahr-
enheit degrees and display the data!
The data is plotted on a graph in Fig 6,
and shows time versus temperature
measurements taken around my
workshop on a warm, sunny day.

These versatile A/D and D/A con-
verters permit many varieties of
closed-loop measurements and con-
trol-system operations. I’ve used simi-
lar systems to measure sophisticated
switching power supplies by using the
DACs to control the input-voltage
source and the output constant-cur-
rent loads. Another application is in
the development of battery chargers—
characteristic battery curves can be
developed by using the DACs to con-
trol the charging and discharging cur-
rent, while the ADC can measure bat-
tery voltage and cell temperature. The
digital outputs could control relays to
switch the charge/discharge path. I’ve
used the digital outputs to quickly pro-
gram new chips using either a serial
or a parallel interface.The use of
existing and proven interface designs
allows my development time to be bet-
ter used in evaluating new parts
rather than debugging yet another
interface.6

Fig 4—The author’s completed PIC-DAS project, assembled and
ready to go.
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Notes
1A programmed PIC16C63A for the PIC-

DAS is available from Steve Hageman
(9532 Camelot Dr, Windsor, CA 95492 )
for $20 postage-paid in the USA and
Canada. Foreign orders please add $5
additional for US Postal Service Global
Priority Mail shipment. Check or money
orders only, no credit cards accepted.

2A drilled and etched PC board is available
from FAR Circuits, 18N640 Field Ct,
Dundee, IL 60118-9269; tel 847-836-9148
(voice and fax); farcir@ais.net; www
.cl.ais.net/farcir/.

3The ActiveX control for Windows (9x and
NT), the DOS QBasic examples, the PIC
firmware source code and HEX program-
ming file are available for download from

Radio-Electric Transmission Fun-
damentals, 2nd Edition,  by B.
Whitfield Griffith, Jr, Noble Publish-
ing Corporation, Norcross, Georgia,
2000, ISBN 1-884932-13-4.

It has been said that a good teacher
can take the most complex of subjects
and boil it down to something even a
simpleton can understand. That is a
potentially dangerous statement, be-
cause what knowledge is left at the
end of the boiling may be sublime, yet
insufficient for true understanding.
Perhaps it is better to say that a good
teacher is one who knows what to in-
clude in his or her lessons and what to
leave out: That is why being a good
teacher is so difficult.

Radio-Electronic Transmission Fun-
damentals is not really a new title,
since the first edition was published in
1962. We are glad to see that Noble
have brought it back into print, though,
because Whit Griffith found the above-
mentioned elusive balance between
theory and common-sense reasoning in
his explanations of the basic workings
of antennas, transmission lines and RF
networks. He begins with a history of
great discoveries in electromagnetism.
Continuing on to fundamental elec-
tronic-network theory, he assumes very
little expertise on the part of the reader
as he asks and answers most of the right
questions about electricity. (“What is
this thing called ‘juice’?” “Why attach
all this importance to electric and mag-
netic fields?”)

The bulk of the work concerns itself
with showing how electromagnetic
field theory neatly predicts many as-
pects of network, transmission-line

New Book
and antenna behavior. It should prove
interesting reading for those experi-
menters and engineers who want a
clearer picture of what makes things
tick. Graduate students and working
designers may find it insightful. It is
perhaps especially useful to techni-
cians in other fields who need a concise
introduction to electromagnetism.

Some of the material treats subjects
that are now outmoded. For example,
very few will gain from the discussion
of computation using slide rules; how-
ever, an entire generation of mathema-
ticians has grown up without knowing
much about them, and even such
quaint stuff may prove useful. The sec-
tion on vacuum-tube transmitters re-
mains a good introduction to the topic.

This book may be more valuable
than many undergraduate texts to the
electronics experimenter. It leaves out
most of the mathematics, thereby

avoiding the fog that is often created
by rigorous derivations; but it includes
just enough math to start working
with RF networks and transmission
systems. There is even a short chapter
on calculus. It is highly recommended
for those who want to take their RF
knowledge beyond just a rudimentary
understanding of simple circuits.

Whit Griffith, N5SU, went to MIT,
then worked in the FCC’s Boston field
office before joining E. F. Johnson.
There, he developed RF components
and phasing/coupling equipment for
AM directional antenna arrays. He
also worked at Continental Electron-
ics in Dallas, designing high-power
transmitters and serving as their resi-
dent expert on antenna systems. He
retired in the late 1980s and currently
resides in the Dallas area, where he is
still active on the amateur bands.
—Doug Smith, KF6DX

the ARRL Web www.arrl.org/qexfiles/.
Look for PICDAS.ZIP.

4QBasic is an enhanced BASIC that has
been in MSDOS since version 5 was re-
leased. QBasic is also supplied with Win-
dows 9x and it will run on NT as well.

5Agilent VEE (Formerly HP VEE) is a Rapid
Development Test Language that allows
programs to be built with graphical blocks
rather than text lines. It is perhaps the
quickest way to program an instrument
and produce a professional looking graph
of the measurement results available. See
www.agilent.com/find/vee for more in-
formation.

6The Author maintains a FAQ page for all of
his published projects at www.sonic.net/
~shageman. Please be sure to check for

the latest updates and any other questions
that may arise.

Steve has been interested in electron-
ics since the fifth grade. A confirmed
analogaholic, Steve has always been
fascinated by the magic of receiving
signals from the ether. Steve received a
BSEE degree from the University of
Santa Clara in 1978 and since then
has spent his time designing every-
thing from switching power supplies,
to embedded systems, to most recently
RF circuitry for test and measurement
applications. Steve may be reached at
shageman@sonic.net.
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ARRL Technical Awards
The ARRL Board of Directors has

created a program  of technical awards
to recognize service, innovation and mi-
crowave development. In taking this
action, the Board answered interna-
tional, federal and organization moti-
vations: International regulations rec-
ognize the “technical investigations”
conducted by the Amateur Service. The
FCC recognizes the amateur’s “proven
ability to contribute to the advance-
ment of the radio art,” the need to pro-
mote technical skills and expand the
“existing reservoir . . . of trained opera-
tors, technicians and electronics ex-
perts.” The League’s purposes include
promoting experimentation and educa-
tion in the field of electronic communi-
cation, research, development and dis-
semination of technical, educational
and scientific information.

All of these purposes are fundamen-
tal to the amateur service and they
deserve recognition. Hence, the
Board’s initiative to encourage and
reward achievement in technical
areas. The ARRL technical awards en-
courage and tangibly reward ama-
teurs who have given outstanding
technical service. The awards provide
an opportunity to publicly recognize
amateur’s service, Amateur Radio and
its many benefits for society.

ARRL Technical Service Award
The annual Technical Service

Award is given to a licensed radio
amateur whose service to the amateur
community and/or society is exem-
plary in the area of Amateur Radio
technical activities. These include,
but are not limited to:

• Leadership or participation in
technically-oriented organizational
affairs at the local or national level.

• Service as an official ARRL tech-
nical volunteer: Technical Advisor,
Technical Coordinator, Technical
Specialist.

• Communication of technical educa-
tion and achievements with others
through articles in Amateur Radio litera-
ture or presentations at club meetings,
hamfests and conventions—this includes
encouraging others to do the same.

• Promotion of technical advances
and experimentation at VHF/UHF,
with specialized modes and work with
enthusiasts in these fields.

• Service as a technical advisor to
clubs sponsoring classes to obtain or

upgrade amateur licenses.
• Service as a technical advisor to

Amateur Radio service providers, gov-
ernment and relief agencies establishing
emergency-communication networks.

• Aid to amateurs needing special-
ized technical advice by referral to
appropriate sources.

• Aid local clubs to develop RFI/TVI
committees and render technical as-
sistance to them as needed.

• Aid to local technical-program
committees to arrange suitable pro-
grams for ARRL hamfests and con-
ventions.

Each Technical Service Award win-
ner receives an engraved plaque and
travel expenses to attend an ARRL
convention for the formal award pre-
sentation.

ARRL Technical
Innovation Award

The amateur community has wit-
nessed great technological changes
over the past 75 years. Amateurs have
been at the heart of many advances in
the radio art. Enduring ARRL policy
encourages amateurs to remain at the
forefront of technological advance-
ment. The ARRL’s annual Technical
Innovation Award is granted to a
licensed radio amateur whose accom-
plishments and contributions are
most exemplary in the areas of techni-
cal research, development and appli-
cation of new ideas and future systems
of Amateur Radio. These include, but
are not limited to:

• Promotion and development of
higher-speed modems and improved
packet radio protocols.

• Promotion of personal computers
in Amateur Radio applications.

• Activities to increase efficient use
of the amateur spectrum.

• Work to alleviate long-standing
technical problems, such as antenna
restriction, competition for spectrum
and EMC.

• Digital voice experimentation.
• Amateur satellite development

work to improve portable and mobile
communication.

• Improvements in solar, natural
and alternative power sources for field
applications.

• Practical compressed video trans-
mission systems.

• Spread-spectrum technology and
applications.

• Technology development to assist
disabled amateurs.

Each Technical Innovation Award
winner receives a cash award of $500,
an engraved plaque and travel ex-
penses to attend an ARRL convention
for the formal presentation.

ARRL Microwave
Development Award

The microwave and millimeter
bands are great frontiers for ama-
teurs. They present amateurs with a
vast test area for development of both
new and traditional modes. The an-
nual ARRL Microwave Development
Award is given to an amateur indi-
vidual or group whose accomplish-
ments and contributions are exem-
plary in the area of microwave devel-
opment. That is, research and
application of new or refined activity
in the amateur microwave bands at
1 GHz and above. This includes adap-
tation of new modes in both terrestrial
and satellite techniques.

Each Microwave Development
Award winner receives an engraved
plaque and travel expenses to attend
an ARRL convention for the formal
presentation.

Nominate Now!
Count yourself among those who

know that technical advancement is
not a lost ideal in the amateur commu-
nity. Now is the time to nominate your
colleagues for one or all of the awards
described above!

Formal nominations may be made
by any ARRL member. Submit support
information along with the nomina-
tion document, including endorse-
ments of ARRL affiliated clubs and
League officials. Nominations should
thoroughly document the nominee’s
record of technical service during the
previous calendar year. Information
concerning the character of the nomi-
nee should be as complete as possible.
The ARRL’s Amateur Radio Technol-
ogy Working Group will serve as the
award panel, review the nominations
and select the winners.

The nominations form for these
awards can be found at www.arrl.org/
ead/award/application.html. Send
nominations to: ARRL Technical
Awards, 225 Main St, Newington, CT
06111. Nominations must be received at
Headquarters by March 31. Send any
questions to Jean Wolfgang, WB3IOS,
Educational Programs Coordinator,
at ARRL Headquarters or e-mail
jwolfgang@arrl.org.
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Letters to the Editor
Impedance-Transformation Properties
of a π-Output Network

Dear Editor,
One purpose of a π-output network in a linear power am-

plifier is to transform the impedance at the input of the
coax (connected to the antenna-coupling system) to the
correct plate load resistance, RL. For this discussion, we
will just examine the case where the π network is tuned to
“match” (transform the impedance of) a 50-Ω load resis-
tance to a plate-load resistance of 2000 Ω. The network
chosen is the same as that chosen by Bill Sabin for analy-
sis in his letters to the Editor that appear in the May/Jun
2000 and Sep/Oct 2000 issues of QEX. It has a Q of 12 (as
defined in The ARRL Handbook). The Handbook gives
equations for computing Q1 and Q2 of the equivalent L sec-
tion, the sum of whose Qs is 12. Q1 and Q2 are computed
to be 10.64 and 1.36, respectively.

The π network has a phase delay from the input RF
plate voltage to the RF output voltage across the 50-Ω load
resistor. This phase delay is the sum of the phase delays
across the two L networks:

D Q1 Q2= ( ) + ( )( )− −tan tan1 1  degrees (Eq A)

This is 138.34° in the example.
The impedance transformation properties of the π net-

work can be represented exactly (neglecting losses) by a
138.4° length of 50-Ω coax and an ideal transformer at its
input, with an impedance step-up of 50:2000 Ω (40:1). See
Fig 1. Therefore, we can use a Smith chart, Fig 2, to find
the impedance ZL at the tube plate when the load resis-
tance R is varied. We can multiply each of the values of r
and jx at the coax input by 40, or we can add labeling for a
Smith chart normalized to 2000 Ω (as in Fig 2).

We start with the π network correctly tuned for R =
50 Ω. To find ZL when R = 100 Ω, find 100 + j0 on the Smith
chart. It is on the 2:1 SWR circle. Move around the circle
clockwise for 138.34 electrical degrees (276.68 compass de-
grees). We find Z = 43 + j32. Multiplying by 40 gives ZL =
1720 + j1281 Ω. Now change R to 25 Ω. Using the same pro-
cedure, we find Z = 37.4 –j27.8 Ω and ZL = 1496 + j1114 Ω. A
line drawn from one ZL to the other is a straight line pass-
ing through 2000 + j0 Ω at the center of the chart.

Now do the same for the two load resistances of 55 and
45 Ω [used in the experiment in question]. Their SWRs are
1.1:1 and 1.111:1, respectively. These values of ZL are
identical to the values Mr Sabin plotted in his Fig 1 of the
May/June letter. This proves that my simple equivalent Z-
transformation circuit is valid. It also clarifies why sim-
ple, amplitude-only “load-pull” methods of measuring RS
are invalid: It is the network phase delay.

Likewise, in his Sep/Oct letter (p 63), if he had plotted the
output impedance (at the 50-Ω end) for different values of
RS on a Smith chart, all points would have fallen on the
same straight line. This again verifies his calculations, but
plotting the results on a Smith chart makes it much more
understandable.

It also clarifies why the SWR is the same at both ends
of the π network. If RS is 6000 Ω (also 150 Ω on the right
edge of the chart), the SWR is 3:1. The impedance looking
back into the π network output terminal also has an SWR
of 3:1, only it is not resistive in this case (the dot on the
top edge of the chart).

By now, readers have probably recognized that adding a
41.66° length of coax between the π network and the load
resistance would rotate the nearly vertical straight line
clockwise so that both the input and output impedances fall
on the purely resistive line. This makes the load-pull
method of measuring RS accurate enough to establish that
a conjugate match does not exist. It would be good only up
to 80% of PEP to keep the RF plate voltage out of the non-
linear region of the tube when the higher value of R is
used.—Warren Bruene, W5OLY, 7805 Chattington Dr, Dal-
las, TX, 75248-5307

Fig 1—Equivalent circuit of an RF amplifier and output
network.

Fig 2—Expanded Smith chart illustrating the effect of varying
the load resistance on the input impedance of a π network
with 138.4° of phase delay. Consider the chart to be
normalized to 50 Ω for the antenna side of the π network
(heavy dots on j0 line) and normalized to 2000 Ω for the tube
side of the π network (diagonal line).
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The Conjugate-Match Argument is Dead
I make this declaration now because the proponents of

the claim that a conjugate match exists between an RF
power amplifier tube plate and its output network have
not been able to prove their case. The fact that RF feed-
back reduces the effective value of RS without changing a
tube’s operating conditions is further evidence that no
conjugate match exists. Except for Mr Sabin (to his
credit), none [of the parties in this discussion] has admit-
ted even their most obvious errors. Let’s give [those argu-
ments] the deep six. R I P—Warren Bruene, W5OLY, 7805
Chattington Dr., Dallas, TX, 75248-5307

Doug,
This letter is a supplement to Warren’s that describes the

coax add-on that makes the phase shift of the π network
180°. The resulting circuit is equivalent, under certain con-
ditions, to a conventional transformer, which then makes
the load-pull method for determining the rp dynamic plate/
drain/collector resistance a valid procedure. The method
used here employs exact design equations. The values of θ
(phase delay), L and C are varied to see their sensitivity
with respect to Rp, which is the estimate of the rp value.

Assume a dynamic plate resistance rp = 4000 Ω. From
Chapter 13 of The 2000 ARRL Handbook, p 13.6, the de-
sign equations for the π network provide the following al-
most-exact values:

f = 3.75 MHz
Q0 = 12
Plate load, Zinput = 2000 + j0 Ω
RL = 50 Ω average, switched between RR1 = 45 and

     RR2 = 55 Ω.
C1 = 225.751 pF
L = 8.9215 μH
C2 = 1155.88 pF
Delay line = 50-Ω coax at the π-network output,

      θ = 41.662°.
The following procedures are used:
For RR = 45 or 55 Ω, the corresponding complex imped-

ance Zin at the input of the delay line is

Z
RR j

j RRin = +
+

50
50

50

tan( )

tan( )

θ
θ (Eq 1)

Assume an input current of 1.0 A into the π network.
Using nodal circuit analysis, the voltage Vin at the output
of the π network (same as the input of the delay line) is
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The output voltage of the delay line is

V V j
Zo in

in
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cos( ) sin( )θ θ50
(Eq 3)

Use the two load-pull values RR1 and RR2 and the corre-
sponding values of Vo1 and Vo2 in the load-pull formula to
find Rr, the calculated estimate of rp

R
V 1 V 2
V 2

RR2

V 1

RR1

r
o o

o o
=

−

− (Eq 4)

mathematically the load-pull procedure for the π network,
including the extra length of coax.

Of interest also is the impedance Zinput looking into the
input end of the π network

Z
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input
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1

1
1 ω

ω
ω

(Eq 5)

For the two values of RR, 45 and 55 Ω, the two values of
Zinput are 1800 + j0.003 and 2200 + j0.006 Ω. The average
of these two is 2000 + j0.005 Ω. Smaller and larger values
of RR will cause Zinput to become significantly de-tuned, so
it is best to use values close to 50 Ω, such as 45 and 55 Ω.

These design equations were set up in a Mathcad work-
sheet so that variations of parameters could be examined.
The sensitivity to the length of the delay line is an espe-
cially important quantity. The results are as follows:

Delay line = 41.662° ±10%. Rr = 3938 –j428 Ω, and Rr =
3948 + j391 Ω. Using an ordinary voltmeter, the values
are Rr = 3968 and 3974 Ω.

Delay line = 41.662° ±20%. Rr = 3763 –j809 Ω, and Rr =
3832 + j690 Ω. Using voltage magnitudes, Rr = 3877 Ω and
3914 Ω.

These values are close enough for practical purposes, so
extremely close delay-line phase values are not necessary
but they should be within 20% of the correct value. Note
that errors in the delay line produce reduced values of Rr.
As the delay approaches zero, the magnitude of Rr be-
comes approximately 2000 Ω.

For a positive error of 3% in capacitance values and a
negative 3% error in inductance value, with delay equal to
the correct value, Rr calculated to 4100 + j242 Ω, magnitude
4110. This is acceptable. The reader should set up a
Mathcad (or similar) worksheet to explore error analysis in
detail.

The values of inductance and capacitance need to be
known within a few percent, and this leads to a problem. In
a particular manufactured amplifier that has been tuned
and loaded to the output power and linearity (intermod-
ulation distortion) levels that are specified by the manufac-
turer, the values of Q0, L, C1 and C2 are seldom accurately
known. Therefore it is necessary to dig into the amplifier,
open up the connections to the components and measure the
component values. The accuracy of these measurements can
be within a few percent, which leads to modest errors in the
load-pull calculations. Then we put everything back to-
gether, calculate the length of delay line needed to achieve
180°, and make the load-pull measurements, with no
changes in settings. Of particular interest is the danger of
high-voltage entanglement; extreme caution by qualified
personnel is essential. This is a tedious process, especially
if repeated on several frequency bands, so we must ponder
the question: “Just how important is this rp determination
for me?” The consensus these days is: “not very important
in nearly all Amateur Radio applications.”—William E.
Sabin, W0IYH, 1400 Harold Dr SE, Cedar Rapids, IA
52403; sabinw@mwci.net

Using these values, Rr = 4000 + j0.028 Ω, an extremely
close correspondence to the exact rp = 4000 Ω. Using the
magnitudes of Vo1 and Vo2, as measured by an ordinary
RF voltmeter, the result is 4000 Ω. This corroborates

Dear Bill,

It is not necessary to take the output network apart to
determine the extra length of coax needed. You don’t even
need to know RL or the Q of the π network.

The straight-line locus of impedance versus load
resistance variation extends all the way across the Smith
chart with resistance changes from zero to infinity.
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Therefore, the following procedure can be used:
1. Tune and load into 50 Ω. It is assumed only a few feet

of coax will be used to connect the dummy load to the
transmitter.

2. Remove transmitter power.
3. Disconnect the coax from the dummy load and measure

reactance looking back into the coax.
4. Find this value of X on the outside edge of a Smith chart

normalized to 50 Ω. It will be on the upper right side
for a π network.

5. Read the degrees for the reflection coefficient at that
point and divide by two. That is the extra electrical
length, in degrees, needed to make the total delay 180°.

No soldering iron is required. Sincerely and 73—Warren

Introduction to Adaptive Beamforming
(Nov/Dec 2000)

Doug,
Your summary of work on adaptive antennas and

beamforming was well done. I would like to call attention
to some work in the field that I participated in and co-
authored.

These studies centered on multiple receiving antennas
for GPS to form nulls on jammers. In this case, the GPS
signal is noise-like, while the jammers may be noise or de-
terministic signals. It may be applicable to the amateur
case of reception in conditions of interference by strong
unwanted signals, as well as several smaller undesired
signals. It is noted in the papers that great lengths have
been taken by several investigators to match gain and
phase per channel or to have advance knowledge of gain
and phase through calibration and look-up tables.

These papers make the claim that given an adaptive sys-
tem that is stationary over short intervals (a few tens of
samples) and [by] applying weights based on some crite-
rion—whether it be maximum unwanted-signal rejection,
best S/N or minimum total power, as examples—the adap-
tation process will effectively find an optimum without
knowledge of channel-to-channel errors, mutual coupling or
drift. This comes directly from the math involved provided
that the errors are linear and independent. The first paper
deals with errors that are nearly independent of frequency,

while the second paper deals with errors that change dras-
tically across the passband under consideration. In both
cases, the added degradation in the settled value of S/N is
found minimal compared to cases where complete or partial
advance knowledge was available. This may have useful
implications for amateur work as it shoots down the need
to have perfectly matched stages in each channel. Please
refer to the following for more details:
“Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) GPS Interference Canceller and

Test Results,” Proceedings of the ION National Technical Meet-
ing, Jan 1998.

“Impacts of Frequency Dependent Mutual Coupling and Channel
Errors on Digital Beam Forming Antenna Performance,” ION Inter-
national Technical Meeting of the Satellite Division, Sept 98,
Nashville, Tennessee.

Photocopies of the articles ($10 each) are available from
the Institute of Navigation at http://www.ion.org/
publicationorder.html. I hope these are of interest.—
David M. Upton, WB1CMG, 25 Harwood Rd RR#1, Mont
Vernon, NH 03057-1517; david@wb1cmg.mv.com

Who Invented SSB?

Doug,
In their ad (Nov/Dec 2000, QEX), Rockwell-Collins

claim they invented SSB. What utter nonsense!
In 1910, Major G. O. Squier, a United States Signal Corps

officer, developed an experimental multiplex system.
Shortly afterwards, the Bell System (Western Electric, later
Bell Telephone Laboratories) realized that one sideband
contained all the information and that the carrier could be
eliminated if it could be reinserted at the receiving end.
Thus, SSB was born about World War I time. The first Bell
System SSBSC link went into service in 1914 between
South Bend, Indiana and Toledo, Ohio. The first commer-
cial SSBSC system went into service in 1918 between Balti-
more, Maryland and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. By 1928,
the Bell System had full-blown SSB transcontinental sys-
tems. Transoceanic SSB radio systems were in operation
about that time—the Bell System played a large part.

Where did Art Collins fit into this development? Their
claim sounds a bit like Al Gore inventing the Internet.—Ken
Uthus, KT7E, 1720 Horseman Ct, Santa Maria, CA 93454-
2671; kennyuth@pronet.net

Here at QEX, Next Issue In.... gets
written about 13 or 14 weeks before
the cover date of that next issue. It
isn’t always easy to predict which
articles will appear in each issue
until many weeks later. We find that
we are batting 0.936—fair, but not
good enough, especially for those
whose articles are mentioned and
then aren’t published on time. We can
and will do better in the new decade
by planning farther ahead. Now, as

we step up to the plate once again…
The remaining segments of two

series we began quite some time ago
will appear in the Mar/Apr 2001 issue.
John Stephensen, KD6OZH, has
forwarded to us the third part of his
ATR-2000 homebrew transceiver art-
icle. In case you forgot, John’s first two
parts appeared in the Mar/Apr and
May/Jun 2000 issues. Those covered
the vast majority of his receiver
design, along with the local oscillator,
mixer and product detector. Part 3
covers the power amplifier, noise
blanker, control circuitry and power
supplies.

Editor Doug Smith, KF6DX,
concludes his two-part series on ana-
log bandwidth compression of voice

signals. Part 1 appeared in the May/
Jun 2000 QEX. Part 2 goes into the
details of his invention and explains
how perceptual audio coding packs
four or more voice signals into the
spectrum of one. WAV-file samples of
original, coded and decoded audio will
be available from our Web page by the
time that issue hits the street.

Cornell Drentea, KW7CD, presents
his views on modern synthesizer
technology in “Beyond Fractional-N.”
Cornell was involved in DDS-driven
PLL synthesizers before most of us
had even heard of them. He shares
valuable insights he has gained about
them over the years and conducts a
careful analysis of the variables and
performance in real systems.












